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INTBODUcrrION 
.-
Tracing a single influence through its effects in the th~ught and 
works of a po~t is a delicate ani painstaking t~sk; it is like fnllowing 
,~ single thread in a magnificent work of tapestry. At times its distinc-
tive coloring is clearly discernible; it is the dominating theme of the 
pattern. Then again, as the rythrnn of the pattern changes, this par-
ticular threa.d retr~ats to the background and ,others are emphaSized. 
The whole is the master's artistic arrangement of the varied threads 
with which he must work. The quality of the materials at his disposal 
is important to the artist, but the final appreciation of his work de-
pends upon the 11se he makes of them. In particular is this true .of the 
poet. Instead of threads he works with ideas and words, which are shaped 
for him by his environment, his aSSOCiates, and to a great extent by 
wha t he reads. 
Certain ideas arouse a sympathetic response in the mind of the poet. 
These ideas are cultivated and a definite pattern emerges in the life's 
work of the poet. The maze of influences assumes order and coherence, 
tinging the artist's work with certain distinctive characteristics of 
subject-matter and style. Some influences are naturally stronger than 
others and. they affect the pattern more decisively. Kinsley Rooker makes 
this interesting comment on influence. He says: 
••• 11 Y a une influence pod ti ve qui laiss e des 
traces definies et facl1es a reconnaitre dans 
les oeuvres, et dont Ie rOle est plutot dfajo~ 
tar une sorte de coloria a. la poesie que de la 
developper, et de faire passer parrots au second 
plan les sympathies personnelles de lfauteur en 
b / / mettant dans 110m re l'originalite de son genie; 
1 
mais 11 Y a E:)lssi une autre influence qui n'est 
pRoS souli:;n~e par la critique, et qui ponrta.nt 
.., joue un role import~nt da.ns Ie develo:!;>nement du 
genie poetique, par cela meme qu1elle eveille 
comme U11e resistance de la part du poete, en se 
heurtant a sa propre individualite. 1 
The poet of genius. however, is master of his influence and does not 
let a~y one Jf them overshadow his originRolity but rather assimilates 
and transforms all, making them his own. 
In attempting to evaluate one such influence, however important it 
ma.y appe~lr to be, it must be reco,'?;ni zed e.s merely one among many; and 
e.g such it can be traced only with diffic1 lty and much caution. study 
in this respect of the poets Francis Thompson a.n(1 Coventry Patmore has 
proved unusually interesting and rewarding. Here we have two poets wh'J 
were not only contemporaries but friends. Their interests lay in the same 
things, the supernatural expressed through na.ture and the relations of man 
to God. They met throll;.£;h their mutual friend. Alice Me;rnell, 8...."'l.d were 
drawn to each other by their unC0mmon sensi ti veness to:) spi ri tual values 
and their ap-;JreciBtl::m of e~ch other's writings. Their friendship was 
mainly on en intellectul'I.l level according to Father Anselm, a young 
friar who wa.s at pantasaph dur:!rlg Thonpsonts st.W there ana who later 
became Archbi ~hop Kenealy of Simla, India. Father T. L. Ijonrolly q'lotes 
the Archbishop as saying that "Coventry pe.tmore and Thompson were in-
tellectllally intimate friends, but nJt friends in the complete sense of 
I K. Rooker, Franci s Thomps'Jn, Herbert and Dani el Co •• London, 1913, 98. 
2 
the word. There is abundant evidence in Thompson's letters and verses to 
.. 
support the first statement--that patmore and Thompson were intellectually 
intimate friends. II2 The flow of influence 'iVOuld naturally be from patmore. 
the older, to the younger; from the more widely known and more firmly 
established poet to the more recent, in comparison only a nOvice at the 
work. Not only were age and experience in Patmore's favor, but the very 
character of the younger poet gave direction to the flow of influence. 
FranciS Thomp!;on is dtiscovered to be possessed of reme,rkable powers 
of assimilation and retention. His own father once said, "I cannot 
imagine where that boy has learned all that he knowS. 1I3 'That boyt was 
not bey':>nd. acknowledging the sources of his learning and inspiration. 
His opinion on the subject of infblence is enlightening in our efforts 
to understand the nature and the extent of the influences exerted on 
his work. 
There is no literary phenomenon more inevitable 
or without whiCh literature would find it 
more difficult to exist, than the imitation 
of one author by another. The ma,jori ty of 
instances, no doubt, which pass for deliberate 
imitation, are the mere result of unconscious 
cerebration; but even when the imitation is 
conscious there is no necessar,y stigma attend-
ing it. For the precious metals of the mind 
are capable of transmutation; and the silver 
~one writer becomes the gold of another. 4 
Thompson uses the term imitate; yet it is evident he is speaking 
of the same thing as infll1ence. but from the point of view of receiver or 
2 T. L. Connolly, S.J., Francis Thompson: 1.!! His Paths, Bruce publishing 
Co., Milwaukee, 1944, 97. 
3 T. L. Connolly, S.J.t Literary Criticism Bl FranCis Thompson, E. P. 
Dutton and Co., New York, 1948, vii. 
4 Ibid., 451. 
3 
reflector rather than that of source. 1.his statement is significant as 
.-
an indication of the penetrating perception of Thompson's intellect and 
also as an indication of his realism. He does not pretend to be inde-
pendent of influence, but with simple honesty recognizes that much of 
his accomplishment is "transmutation." Rooker noted this quality in 
Thompson; not indeed to his detriment, for he undoubtedly made IIgold" 
of what he read. He calls it 
••• la remarquable puissance d'assimilation de 
Franci s Thompson. On ne s I etOnI1.era pas d t apprendre. 
que les influences qulil a subies furent nom-
breuses et vari~es. Il semble avoir retenu 
quelque chose d~ l' esprit de toutes les grandes 
oeuvres qui slechelonnent du siecle de Shake-
speare jusquta nos jours. 5 
It is to be noticed that Rooker states that Thompson retains the IIspiri ttl 
of these works. It is clear, then, that we are not speaking here of a 
slavish miming which enhances neither the original nor literature in 
general. He would be a poor poet, indeed, who was not sensitive to in-
fluences "celles de ses predecesseurs comme celles de ses contemporains. IIS 
A poet is one who is alive to beauty, wherever it m~ be found. He drinks 
it in, assimilat es it. "Thompson's mind was steeped in the work of other 
poets" including contemporaries" but nonetheless, \lhis cref'.tive originality 
could overcome the strongest literary associations. 1f7 His work contains 
••• nulle atteinte a lloriginalit, du genie in-
dividuel du poete mais au contraire un enrichis-
sement de sa. pensee et de sa langue. car au 
5 R~okerJ 99. 
6 ~., 98. 
7 R. L. Megroz, Francis Thompson: The Poet of Earth in Heaven, Cbs.rles 
SCribners, New York, 1927, 57. 
4 
fond. Iforiginalit~ ne consi~te pas tant 
dans la pensee du poeme, que dans Itinten-
site du sentiment qUi y est exprime. 8 
The study of influence is not intended to disparage the eff'rts of the 
poet, but rather to enable the reader to have a better understanding of 
the resulting poems. Wilfrid Maynell, the greatest friend Thompson had, 
5 
reB~ized this and expressed the same idea in a review he wrote of Thompson's 
poems. 
Perhaps the affinities of his work are beyond 
the ordinary reader. One must know something 
of crashaw in the Caroline period, of ~lake 
in the Georgian, of Coventry patm~re in the 
Victorian, fully to appreciate his value--
al th:mgh hi s work is all hi s own, anything 
but a pastiche of remembered phrases and c~ 
dences. 9 
One cannot read far in a life of Thompson, or in criticism of his 
works, without repe~tedly coming upon the name 'f Coventry Patmore. For 
the most pDrt, these references credit pat:nore with being the pc:>et who 
exerted the greatest influence on Thompson. Megroz, however, flatly 
contradicts such Jpinion and puts forth his own opinion in opposition. 
liThe only deeply significant influences in Thompson I s verse are Shelley 
end Crashaw and Shakespeare and Donne. ,,10 
While it is n')t the purpose of this thesis to discuss these influ.ences, 
it is recognized that they exist; not, as Megroz would have us believe, 
tc:> the exclusion of patmore, but each in his place. Megroz recognizes 
the fact that many critics acclaim PatmJre's influence but dismisses 
8 Rooker, 99. 
9 W. Mayne11, "Selected Poems, II Athenaeum, Januar;:r 9, 1909, 37. 
10 Megroz, 59. 
them lightly. "The reseoblances between Patmore and Thompson are entirely 
.-
superficial; two poets could hardly be more distinct in temperament and 
in art. 1111 
coventry Patm~re, nonetheless, is a poet whose influence hes not 
yet been fully appreciated. This is not because it has not been recog-
ni zed., for many critics haVe acknowledged i t$ seeiI',.g in his poetry the 
mot iva.ting f:lrce behincl a new school of Oatholic poetry. George N. 
shuster said that lithe c:mtours of Catholic poetry in the modern time 
are largely of his tracine; anct though Francis Thompson is better known, 
and Father Gerard Hopkins fr:1m:m.e point of view greater. Patmore 
reoains the only modern tpoet of the Faith' who c@nnot be thought :1ut of 
:B]Ilglish li terature. ,,12 That Patmore, a convert, should h"l.ve influenced 
ThoQPson in writing religious poetry may appear strangely inverted. But 
perhaps thct is patmore!s greatest asset, the zeal and freshness of a 
convert. Father Connolly remarks with regard to the religion of both 
poets: 
11 Ibid. t 87. 
Few men whJ have inherited their faith from 
Catholic parents have had a more profound 
grasp of its teaChings or a more intense 
love of its devotions than Thomps0n. And 
few men who have come to that faith through 
the hard w~ of patmore in the full maturity 
of their powers have used those powers so 
exclusively as Patmore did to analyze, s~ 
thesize, and glorify that faith in its mani-
festations in life and art.l3 
12 G. N. Shuster. "Patmore. A Revaluation. fI commonweal, October 23, 1936, 
605. 
13 corm.olly, In His paths, 97. 
6 
Another critic, B. I. Evans, likewise recognized this contribution 
of patmore to modern Oatholic poetr,y. 
There arises, as one fresh element, a new 
religious poetr,y, oatholic and mystical in 
motive~ removed entirely from the earlier 
disputes, and owing a spiritual allegiance 
to the religious poetr,r of the seventeenth 
centur.y. Ooventr.y patmore aChieves an 
additional importance When he is considered 
as the pioneer of this movement.14 
patmore possessed many qualities that fitted him for this leadership. 
He was religious by nature, even before he assented to the formal dogmas 
of the Oatholic Faith. He was a great intellectual force and a deeply 
original thinker. It was this last~ more than any other quality, which 
gave him his place of influence. Patmore was daringly o~iginal in his 
subject-matter~ singing the glories of wedded love; but his influence 
is pr?bably greater through his innovations of poetic technique. 
7 
We sometimes get the impression that Patmore was a mere eKhibitionist, 
delighting in attracting at+.ention. It is true that he relished notice 
and appreciation; but his contemporary and biographer, Sir Erumlnd Gosse, 
tells us that "He was no propagandist; he made no efforts of any conspicuous 
kind to communicate his belief to others. 1115 Of course, much could depend 
on Gossets definition of IIconspicuous," but he probably means that, although 
Patmore was delighted When he found someone who was interested in his 
14 B. I. Evans. English poetry in the Later Nineteenth Oentury, Methuen 
and 00., London, 1933, xxi. - -- ----
15 SiD Edmund Gosse, Coventry patmore, Hodder and stoughton, LondoD, 
1905, 246. 
8 
~ s be never attempted to force them on anyone; he preferred to with-
i~ea, . 
dr8.1I' from the company of the worlo.. "No one understands Patmore who· does 
not comprehend that he lived in a. transparent shell. which slowly became 
impermeable to all elements except light. II16 Frederick Pege made a similB.r 
statement, but he seemed to infer that patmore was motivated by caprice 
ra.ther than principle. 
ooventry patmore was a man singular eKough 
to be misunderstood, and (both from reticence 
and whim. or reticence masquerading as whim) 
to desire to be m 1-sunderstood of the many 
and n'Jt fully understood by any but the very 
few. l ? 
Repeated references are made to the fewness of those who really 
understand and appreciate Patmore1s work. While it is true that Patmorets 
Whim bad something to do with thiS, it is likewise true that his thought 
is mystical and exalted and aannot be appr ecia.ted by all. John Freeman 
said: 
Doubtless. they are but few who possess at once 
the religious purity (the spiritual virginity of 
Patm::>re l s fa,v'::>ri te theme) and the poetic inten-
si ty which are equally necessp.ry to a proper 
apprehensiJn of the full signifi ~ance an.ct value 
of these mystic Odes. They are indeed poet~ 
for poets. 18 
No description of Thompson would be accurate withJut speci~ emphasis on 
these two qualities of religio1ls purity and poetic intensity. He climbed 
the heights step by step with patmore and matched the splendor of his 
16 Sir Edmund Gosse. "Coventry patmore," Living Me, January 2, 1897. 799. 
17 Frederick Page, "Coventry patmore," CatholiC World • .rune, 1921, 380. 
18 J. Freeman, liThe Ideas::>f Covent~ Patmore," Living Age. J'tlly 18, 1908, 
186. -
visions with soma of his own. Thompson is the outstanding figure among 
.-
the few who appreciated patmore. Sir Edmund Gosse gives this explanation 
of the na.rrowness of patmore's influence. HThose who do nl)t feel broa.dly 
may have a deep~ but they cannot expect to have a wide influence.Hl9 
Doubtless this is true, but patmore's influence will broaden as the years 
go on. 
Wherever a critic of fRithful conscience 
recalls the poets of this period--Tennyson, 
Arnold, Clough, Patmore, Browning, Rossetti--
it is on the name of Patmore that he lingers 
with a sense of lively wonder. The rest have 
been fully a.time.ted, and their influence, if' 
not exhausted, is predicta.ble. patmore is still 
pl)tential.20 
9 
In his own d~ Patmore was appreciated by some and crit~cized by many. 
Be that as it may, Patmore's was a dominating character, both in personality 
and in forcefulness of ideas e~d expression. Francis Thompson, on the 
other hand, was impressionable and receptive t., ideas that complemented 
his own. It was inevitable, since their paths crossed so often with 
mutual interests, friends, and religion, tha t the impressionable be 
im~ressed and the dominating dominate. Everard Meynell, in Thompson's 
biography, says of patmJre's influence on him: "In one case he was en 
lmi ta.tor not by choice but by comnulsion, a conscript follower. There 
was no more choice for him in following Patmore than for a son born like 
his father. II 2l Thompson saw in patI!!ore's works the expression of what had 
19 Golise, 249. 
20 H. Read, Collected Essays, Faber and Faber, London, 1938, 397. 
21 Everard Meynell, 'tlhe Life of Francis Thompson, Burns and oates, 
London, 1913, 131-.- -- -- -
sa long been in his mind; a.."l.d. it gtwe him courage to write along the same 
line, as indeed he had alrea~v 1~ne to a ~ertain extent. 
This will be most readily apprehended in a 
consideration of the evidence for their sym-
pathetic approach to one e.nother as human 
beings, and of such pJ8I'lS as betr~ the in-
fluence of the more virile intellect of Pat-
more over the hero-worshipping friend. No 
poet was ever less of a hero-worshipper than 
coventry patmore; but what other poet, unless 
it be swinburne, was more inclined to this 
means of symbolizing ideals than Thompson?22 
10 
Thompson may have been a hero-worshipper and a dreamer, but in the matters 
of his poetry he knew what he wanted to say. He needed only t':) be t'old 
where to look and he could go on by himself. Rooker rprninds us that, 
al though Patmore f s influence was great, "Ntoublion pas nearunoins que, si 
grand qu l ait eta cette influenoe. Thompson nfa jamais perdu sa propre 
individuali"te qui ressort dans toute sa splendeur a chaque page de ses 
poesies. H23 And MegTOz adds: IIWith all his apparent anxiety to admit a 
debt to Patmore, he was always n~tably careful to maintain his spiritual 
independence. ,,24 
It is interesting to note critical opini::m on this problem through 
the decades which have passed since the publication of Thompson f s poems. 
His contemporaries were conscious of the similarities between his poems 
and those of PatmJre. The Meynells, because of their close associations 
22 Megroz, 87. 
23 Rooker, 138. 
24 MegrOz, 92. 
with both poets, were probably quicker than others to notice evidences 
.-
of influence. Alice Meynell preferred the austere poetry of Patmore to 
the over-rich imagery of Thompson and was very pleased to note the good 
effect that patmore bad on Thompson in this respect. 
"BUt Francis Thompson himself," she wrote 
later, looking back on his poetry, "was soon 
to learn that these ceremonies of the imagina-
t ion are chiefly ways of approach, and that 
there are barer realities beyond, and nearer 
to the center of poetry itself." It was when 
she read certain of the Odes of Coventry patmore 
that she considered there was this quality in 
a living poet, a transcendent simplicity beyond 
imagery, with imagery's 'fervours and splendours 
put to silence. I And when Francis Th:>mpson wrote 
his third and last book of poems strongly then 
under the influence of patm)re and dedicated to 
him, she thought he t.:)ok a 'yet higher step in 
his art and thought' through that influence. 25 
However, in reviewing ~~ ~~ems she said: 
The influence of Coventry Patmore is somewhat too 
evident; there is more likeness than there should 
be between poet and poet in "The Dread of Height," 
for example; elsewhere that influence was more 
latent, and all-beneficial. 26 
Everard Meynell, biographer d 'T'h,)mpson, records his impressions of the 
influence. 
In all the poetry belonging to the perbd of 
"The Mistress of Vision" patmore is the master 
of vision. He leads the way to 'deific peaks' 
25 Viola Meynell, Alice Meynell, A Memoir, Charles scribners Sons, New 
york, 1929, 70.-- -
26 Alice Meynell, "Some Memories of Francis Thomnson," ~lbl~'Review, 
January, 1908, 617. 
11 
and 'conquered skies,' the Virgil of a younger 
Dante. 
Their thoughts chimed to the same stroke 
of metre anet rhyme; for each of the mystical 
poems may be found suggestions in Patmore. 27 
12 
Thompson did not immediately take to Pat1'10re; he was wary ·jf his influence 
over him and f;)und quarrel with some 'Jf his pOints of doctrine. 
Religio poetae, at first a stumbling-block, 
was to become the corner-stone of his lat8r 
poetry. Two ~rears before (in August, 1892) 
he had said there were two points in c. P.ls 
teaching--as to the nature 1f the uniJn between 
God and man in this world ane. the next and the 
definition of the constitution of Heaven--
that he refused absolutely to ac~ept..... And 
he had at first:mly unwillingly admitted 
Pa,t more's power over him. 28 
In re~ding this life of Thompson, we Bre undoubtedly getting the 
benefit of the intimate friendship of Everard's parents. Alice and Wilfrid 
Me~~ellt and the keenness of their literary criticism. This seems to be 
particularly true .Jf the penetrating remarks made on the influence of 
coventry patmore. uPatmJre ma~r have given Thompson a metre and a score 
of thoughts, but above everything else he ga.ve him the freedom of his 
imagination. ,,29 It must hJ:\ve been very gratifying to the Meynells to have 
their protege appreciated and encouraged by the older poet; but, above 
all, they must he.ve delighted in the spa.rk of genius which the contact 
eVJked from their reticent but gifted friend. Somethi~~ that they had 
not been able to loose suddenly rushed forth as s. result of this new 
challenge. 
27 E. Meynell, 220. 
28 Ibid., 189. 
29 Ibid., 221. 
13 
Not only the Me,ynells were aware of evidence of patmorean influence 
in Thompson's poems, but not all the eomments were favorable. The 
renew of New Poem8 in Athenaeum was anything but favorable • 
••• while Mr. Thompson has a quite recognizable 
manner, he has not achieved a really personal 
style. He has learnt much, notal..,.. with 
wisdom. and in crowding together cowley, crashaw, 
Donne, Patmore, to name but a few of 1II8.D1', he has 
not remembered that to begin a poem in the 
manner of Crashaw and to end it in the manner 
of Patmore, is not the same as fusiIl8 two alien 
substances. Styles he has, but not style.30 
The reviewer then goes on to single out Patmorels influence. 
Mr. Thompson has a remarkable talent, he has 
a singular mastery of verse, as the success 
of his books is not alone in proving. Never 
has the seTenteenth century phrasing been so 
exactly repeated as in some of his poems. 
Never have Patmore'8 odes been more scrupulously 
rewritten cadence for cadence.31 
.. 
Not all the reviews were as severe as this one, but the name of Patmore 
is frequently cited. 
Lewis Hind, the founder of the Acad!!l. welcomed contributions from 
the pen of Thompson. "A Thompson article in the Acad!!l gave distinction 
to the issue. What splendid prose it wasl 132 He, too, noticed the in-
fluence of Patmore on Thompson, not so much in his poetr.r. but in the 
personal friendship of the two. 1 ••• Thompson himself was dominated by 
the IIY'stical personality of Coventry Patmore. I have heard him spea.k: of 
no other man with the reverence that he whispered the name of Coventry 
Patmore, unless it _s some great cricketer. l33 This brings out the 
30 INew Poems,' Athenaeum, January 12, 1897, 770. 
31 Ibid., 771. 
32 LeWis Hind, "Poet Journalist," Harperls Weekly, January 18, 1908, 24. 
33 Ibid •• 24. 
-
idea mentioned earlier, which was undoubtedly part of 
nts admir~tion for patmore. fhOlDPSO 
Osbert :Burdett places the emphasis on reHgion as the magnetic force 
which held them together. Of Thompson he says: " ••• he was a devout 
14 
who f'JUlld more in common with his friend, Ooventry Patmore. than 
oathol1C 
with any contemporary poet. 1I34 Thus among the critics of Thompson's ~ 
"'~~e recogniti.:>n of the infl11ence on three levels; personal attraction, 
.e LJDo 
professional admiration, and Similar religious tendencies. All three are 
limultaneous and so wound up in one another that they would be as impos-
libIa to unravel a3 a man's character. Each onq seems to be the most 
taportant as you ar8 examining it, but all three give us the whole 
picture of the influence. 
Not only Thompson's reviews but patmore's critics likewise notice 
a limilarity in their works and comment on their friendship. Easil 
C.bampneys, the editor of Patmore's memoirs and correspondence. made these 
ltatements: "patmore became acquainted with the poet, Francis Thompson. 
whose work shows much similarity to his in thought and not tnfrequently 
in form. ,,35 He notes also the iromedia.t e friendship that arne upon their 
aeating. Their meeting took place sevpral years after Thompson had been 
reviewiIlg Patmore's books and had come to adm: re his poetry. "F. T. 
alluded to in the Pantasaph letters is the poet between whom and patmore 
there was great sympathy. ,,36 
Kinsley Rooker makes several pertinent statements regarding the i~ 
:: Osbert Eurdett. The Beardslez period, John Lane, London, 1925. 174. 
, ksn Ohampneys, The Memoirs and Oorrespondence of Ooventry patmore • 
.. George Bell Rnd sons. London, 1900. I, 342. --
wv Ibid.. II t 130. 
15 
nuence of pa.tmore on Thompson's works. This French work was written in 
1913, six years after Thompson's death, and is interestir?, f~r its reflection 
of the appreciation of Thomps')n in France. The interest:>f the French in 
influence is greater than that of the English; French studies in Chaucer 
show the same emphasis on influence. Rooker notes the period of Th')mpson's 
poetry which shows the effect ')f patmore's influence. 
L'influence du XVlIe si~cle chez notre p0ete 
est plus sensible dans son premier recueil 
et en particulier dans la serie de poemes 
Love in Dian I s Lap que part-mt a.illeurs car 
ses d~niJres oeuvres portaient surtout des 
traces de llinfluence de coventry patmore. 37 
R)o~<er is one of the critics who very d.efinitely assigns to patmore 
the place of greatest influence on Thompson. 
De t·::,us les poetes contemporains, cependant. 
celui qui a exerce sur Thompson la plus grand 
influence est incontestablement Coventry Patmore. 
Crest vers Ie milieu de sa vie que Thompson fit 
la connaissance de patmJre. 11 ~vait deja au-
paravant publie 1m volUlne de poemes, critiques 
dtailleurs par patmore dans la Fortnightll 
Review (Ja 1894). Les relations entre les 
deux poetes devinrent rapidement tres etroites, 
f " '- A I at Thompson ut vita amene a considerar son aine 
comme son maitre, le critique bianveillant de 
ses verso 11 avai t lui-meme une chaude admira,.. 
tion pour les oeuvres de Patmore.38 
Rooker felt that the personal attra.ction of patm,we's character WA.S 
sufficient to explain the influence on Thom:pBonls poems. "Cette etroite 
sympathie, cette admiratiun profonde de 18. part du jeune poete envers 
/\ " r , 
son aine Buffi.ent deja pour exp1iquer 1 t inflllence que Coventry pa.tmore 
exer9a sur 1e deva.1oppement poetique de Frnncis Thompson. ,,39 
37 Rooker, 157. 
38 Ibid., 128. 
39 Ibid., 128. 
,Again Rooker cites evidence of pa.tmore'fs influence. "Lorsqutil fit 
1mprimer son dernier recueil de New Poems Thompson 'tait profondeme~t 
1mDU de l'esprit de Ooventry patmore; crest la un fait qui ne saurait 
echapper a quiconque a lu ce volume." 40 
However, it was not only the French who appreciated patmore's 
influence on Thompson during this decade immediately after Thompson's 
death. In 1916 an article on Thompson's notebooks ap~eared in the DUblin 
JLeview. This article noted the frequent mention of Ooventry patmore in 
these notebooks • 
••• theee is one man who figures as a constant 
notebook companion. Miss the identity of the 
"O.P- It of a score of allusi ?ns, and you would 
still be consci)Us th8.t. he possessed a. guardian 
of his later-day reveries, a counsellor he kept 
near him even in the face of inspiration; but 
you would hardly know whether the initials stood 
for a person or an inspir~tiont a poet or an 
angel. They stand for patmore. 4l 
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This is high praise, indeed, for one who 1s purported to ha'Te ma.de no 
conspicuous effort to influence others. 
~e subject-matter of the poetry of these two poets is such that it 
would naturally attract the notice and appreciati:m of religious. Many 
·of the most pertinent criticisms were made by religious who~ as it has 
been said of Patm:>re l s daughter, ~ what patmore wrote about. "Oertainly 
his eldest daughter ~ what he was trying to describe, a soul in love 
wi th Love I tself, and completely surrendered to His Will.,,42 
40 Ibid •• 135. 
41 "~e Notebooks of Francis Thompson, II living .Age, August 4, 1917,290. 
42 L. Wheaton. "psyche and the Prophet. II Cath:)lic World, December, 1923, 359. 
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Louisa Wheaton, writing in 1918 recognized lithe daring worship ~ 
,rancis Thompson. M43 She was a mamber of the same convent as Patmorets 
daughter and her interest was mainly in Patmore's poems. $he said of 
!hompson: "!he Hound of .leaven by patmore's spiritual disciple can convey 
lome idea of Godts pursuing love; but Francis Thompson was a gifted child 
compared with what he names 'this oceanic vast of intellect, •• 44 
With regard to comparison of intellects, perhaps Thompson was only a 
"gifted child." but a comparison of genius for poetic expression would find 
many who would disagree with the aboTe statement. 
Another nun. Sister Madeleva. recognized the influence that patmore 
exerted on Thompson particularly by his "two books, Religio poetae. in 1893. 
and ~ Rod. ~ Root, ~ The Flower. in 1895. which became immediately 
the dominating influence in Thompson's manner of thought and expression. 
They are the qUintessence of this common denominator, mysticism and sym-
bolism, epigrammatiC style. boldness in chOice and treatment of subject •• 45 
She is speaking chiefly of Thompson's prose, and it is true tBa'c~atmore 
was instrumental in Thompson turning to prose as practically his only 
form of expression daring the last years of his life. 
Another critic of the twenties, R. L. ~egroz, felt that Patmorets 
influence on Thompson was greatly over-rated. Many of his arguments are 
sensible. altho1Jgh one cannot help feeling that some. at least, are based. 
43 Ib id., 355. 
44 Ibid.. 357. 
45 SfSter Madeleva. "Prose of Francis Thompson," catholic World, January. 
1923. 458. 
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oa a prejudice against patmore. It is n)t outstanding enough to be called 
bias, and at times he is forced to give patmore his due. "It seems "that 
Thompson owes much more to his other acknowledged source, the liturgies, 
than to p8.tmore's poetry, though, as we shall see, he owed a debt to 
pe,tmore's mind. 1l46 He refutes Sister Madel eva' s statement that Patmore 
became the dominating influence in Thomps ')n' s manner of expression. 
"In the profusion a.nd ornateness of language his style is in marked 
contrast to that ·of Mrs. Meynell end of hi s friend Coventry patmore. ,,47 
This was true of an early period 0f his writing, but it is likewise true 
that both Alice Meynell and Patmore discouraged this habit of ornateness 
of la.ngua.ge, and his later works show an improvement in this respect. 
'" Megroz, however, who is :)ut to prove his point, is discouraged by 
nothing, not even the avowed acknowledgement of the influence of Patmore 
by Francis Thompson himself. Megroz discounts Thompson's word as being 
!)f nJ consequence because "Thompson himself appears to be more conscious 
of it [artistiC influenc~ than a true poetic disciple would be. ,,48 
Megroz evidently regards as valid. only that influence of which the 
poet is unconscious. Thompson, dreamer and mystic that he was, was more 
realistic about his poetry than his critic. originality does not determine 
the worth of the coin, but rather the ring of the "gold!! into which the 
poet has transmuted the basic material he used. Poetic alche~ is a secret 
47 Ib id., 29. 
48 Ibid., 89. 
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only the greatest possess, with Shakespeare the master of them all. 
!he stream of criticism which links the names ot Patmore and '.rhompson 
continued without break. Patrick :sraybroolce, writing in the thirties. 
noted tn the influence of Patmore a source of taults which he criticized 
in '.rhompson. ·Oonsequently it has been Said. as it was said somucb. more 
firmly ot patmore, that he '.rhompson was at times obevure. ft49 '.rhe 
influence ot patmore encouraged '.rhompson to soar ever higher above the 
mere earthbound critics and as a result, not understanding him, they 
reacted untavorably_ NO one but a oatholie can really understand '.rhompson's 
poetry - and similarly Gerard Manley HOpkins' - and he JIlUst be a 
cathOlic whose spiritual eyes are open to the npernatural truths of his 
Faith. 
:B. I. Evans is again most definite in his statement ot the problem. 
Among those who owe allegi81lce to COventry' 
Patmore none is more openly a disciple than 
Francis '.rhompson, and though. their work comes 
to difter widely in content and poetic skill, 
patmore consistently welcomed the aSSOCiation 
of his name with that ot ~mpson.50 
This tavorable reaction of Patmore to the association of his name with 
Thompson's broadens the picture of th.tt triendship. Patmore was flattered 
by the adulation ot the promising young poet and happy to tind someone who 
spoke his 1811gU8ge both poetically and mysticall,._ 
49 Patrick :Brqbrooke, Some VictOrian ~ Georgian oatholics, :Burns, 
oates and washbourne. London. 1932, ?O. 
50 Evans. l4? 
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The greatest Thompson collection today out side of that possessed by 
<I 
Wilfrid Meynell, is under the care of Father T. L. connolly, ~.J. at 
'Boston college. Father Connolly has dev'oted nnlch time and labor to a 
study of Fr;:mcis Thompson and his works. His books on Thomnsonare full 
of references to patmore's influence; he likewise brings in the name 
of Alice Meynell as a great inspiration; "the two poets to whom he 
~hompson ] owed his greatest inspiration and influence--Alice Meynell 
and Coventry patm·ore. tl51 Mrs. Meynell was not only an inspiration in 
whom Thompson saw the perfection of woman, but Thompson Admired her skill 
at writing. 
• •• his clear thinking is expressed in language 
of acknowledged indebtedness to Mrs. Meynell, whose 
subtleties of thought and expression he SO 
admired, ~d to Coventry patmore, whom he found 
'rich enough to lend to the poor,l in more than 
poetr.v.52 
Father Connolly brings up to the present the critical thought which 
credi ts Patmore with being the greatest influence on Thompson. Far from 
being weakened, the claims of Patmore's contemporaries for recognition of 
his influence have rather been strengthened by time and searching study. 
Father connolly unequivocally sta.ted: "The poet who exerted the greatest 
influence up'Jn Thompson in his effort to be the poet ·of the .~eturn !.C? .'!~<! 
was undoubtedly Coventry Patmore. 1f53 
51 Connolly, In HiS paths, 80. 
52 Connolly, critTcis~-419. 
53 Connolly, In ,gis paths, 65. 
- This quotation, which is representative of most of the critical 
opinion on the subject, brings this study up-to-date chr(.>nologicall~, 
bllt critically it merely complements the opinbn of Th:)mpson's contem-
poraries of fifty years ago. 
Though brief, this account presents proof that there is sufficient 
evidence for initiating an investigation of the inn uence so frequently 
mentioned. The most convincing evidence, of course, is that given by 
Thompson himself. His open references to the similarities, conscious 
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and unconstious, between his poems and those of Patmore. arouse our interest. 
Q.uest ions immediately arise as to why and how this influence was exerted; 
What the contacts were, personal and otherwise, which fostered it; to what 
extent the influence is evident in Thompson's writings; and. how important 
this influence is for a better understanding and appreciation of Thompson's 
w)rks. 
It is the purpose.)f this thesis to search out the answers to these 
questions by means of a comparison of the poems and prose writings of 
Coventry Patmore with those of Francis Th)mpson. 
CHAPTER I 
BIOGRAPHICAL AND LITERARY :BA.CKGR)UND 
There bas passed away the great est genius of 
the centur.y, and from me a friend Whose like I 
shall not see again; one so close to my own 
soul that the distance of years between us was 
hardly felt, nor could the distance of miles 
separate us. 1 
These words, written by Francis Thompson on the death of Coventr.y 
patmJre, give us the keynote of the brief but intense friendship between 
the two poets. Thompson was a~ltely conscious, not only of the sympathetic 
vibrations ar:)used by Patmore in his own s::>ul, but also of a sense of 
discipleship toward this prophet of a new and daringly spiritual doctrine. 
Although he was, indeed, a favored disciple, sharing the most sublime of the 
master's thoughts; he, n':metheless, regarded PatmJre with an air of reve-
rence as "the greatest genius of the century." 
Who is it that evokes such praise from ODe who is himself a renowned 
poet? Others, indeed, especially of his contemporaries, could find 
nothing in Patmore worthy of such praise. Most of the critics "treated 
him as a minor poet, a chicken clucking between Tennyson's feet, a mote 
dancin..g in "RUskin's way." 2 
This lack of appreCiation 0n the part of his contemporaries resulted 
from Patmore's failure to conform to the ideals 'of the period in which he 
was writing. It was a matter of principle with him, not to deviate from 
1 E. Meynell, 176. 
2 J. Freeman, "Coventry patmore," Quarte-l"ly Raview, JUly, 1923, 125. 
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his inspiration; for he believed that there existed IIan absolute in-
compatibili ty between genius and any kind of insincerity.u3 He was" 
extremely ce.reful to maintain his literary conscience and always wrote 
in the awareness of his responsibility to his readers 8~d to his inspira-
I have written little, but it is all ~ 
best; I have never spoken when I had nothing 
to say, nor spared time ()r lab::mr to make 
my words true. I have respected posterity, 
and should there be a posterity which cares for 
letters, I dare to hope it will respect me. 4 
posterity must respect him, at least, for his C'jurage in following his 
ideals even th'.Jugh they were in direct opposition to those jf his age. 
He knew that he must pay the price of loneliness, that he wJUld be un-
popular and an outcast: from the society of those who were in the right 
tradition. patmore, however, would write nothing except what came from 
his heart. 
Patm)re's vein of poetr.y was narrow, and it 
dipped deeply into the roots of his nature; 
it became increasingly difficult to bring the 
authentic material to the light. Meanwhile he 
had no sort of inclination to produce poetr.y 
which did not come from the depth. 5 
Here was a quality that would appeal to Francis Thompson. He c:>uld 
edmire a poet who wrote, not fJr public acclaim, but becanse he was m')ved 
by an impulse which he could n:>t resist. Thompson DI)lst haye known something 
3 H. Read, 317. 
4 E. Gosse, 184. 
5 P. Lub-clock, "Coventry patm')re, tl ~r.!~I'l_l~~view, April, 1908, 365. 
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of the same urgent desire for expression when he could write poetry of 
mystical beauty while in a state of dereliction on the streets of London. 
Re~erence for his art appeals to any serious poet, and what Arthur 
Symons said of patmore, could easily haYe been said by Thompson: 
What meant more to me than anything he said, 
though not a word was with:)ut its value, was 
the profound religious gra~ity with which he 
treated the art of poetry, the sense he con-
veyed to one of his own reasoned conceptions 
of its imMense importance, its divinity.6 
Dates do not tell us much of the man whose life they encompass. 
To know the living man, we must know his thoughts and aspirations; we 
must know how he affected those with whom he and his ideas came into 
contact. This reaction reveals the inner man; but dates do serve 
the purpose of more definitely locating the man under st'ldy in relation 
to other figures of interest and importance in his age. For instance, 
it sharpens the outlines of the problem before us to know that patmore 
was born in 1823,7 and that he Was thirty-six when Thompson was born 
in 1859.8 A further coinciding of their dates shows that Patmore's 
first poems and his first marriage were previous to Thompson's birth. 
Patmore's second book ·of poems, The !ngel!.~ the HOu~, preceded 
Thomps·on's birth by five years, and in t urn, when Thompson was five, 
in 1864, Patmore entered the Catholic Church. nespite the great diffeTence 
6 A. Symons, Figures in Several Centuries, Constable and Co., London, 
1916, 365. --
7 Dates and biographical ma.teriAl on patm·ore are taken from E. Gosse, 
Coventry ~atmore, Hodder and stoughton, London, 1924. 
8 nates and biographical material on Thompson are taken from E. Meynill, 
The Life of Franq:i:.1! ~h_ompson, BUrns and Oates, I.ondon, 1913. 
in their ages, they were both little children in the eyes of Mother 
Ohurch, leHr'D.ing a.t her knees truths which one day would redound to4her 
glory. The yea.r of the publication of Patmore's unknown Eros, 1877, 
Th)mpso:m rather unwillingly left rUS preparati:m for the priesthood 
to te.ke up medical studies. He failed at these completely in 1884, and 
at tbe ~~e of twenty-five was finally free to devote himself to his 
writing. .principle in Art, Patmore's first prose, was published in 
1889, the :,'ear that saw the saving presence of Wilfrid Meynell enter 
int,) the life of Fr,',ncis Thompson. No longer plodding the London streets, 
but varying his time between the Meynell' s home in Palace Oourt and the 
monasteries at Storrington and Pantasaph, TLomps::m f·:)und voice f::>r his 
new-f::>und hope and freed::>m in the poetry which seemed to p)ur forth from 
bim at this time. His first book, ;t'::>ems, was published in 1893, almost 
fifty years after the first p,oems of patmore, and the same year a.s 
patmore's prose work, ~eligio poetae. The two poets finally met in 
1894 at pantasaph and 'vere immedip..tely attra.cted. to one another. 
In 1895, Thompson's Siater songs and patmore's last work, The 
~od, The Root, and "he .Flower, were published.; and Patmore died the 
foll'Jwing year in his seventy-third year. Thompson was thirty-seven 
at the time &~d had just dedicated his second vol~~e, ~~~Poems, to 
his friend. DUring the last ten years ·of his life, after patmore' a 
death, he wrote n::> poetry, but spent his time writing pr')se articles 
8lld reviews and the b1J:~ C?.~ st. Igna~"~'Il:~ ~C?y~ola~ which was publishe~ 
posthumously. His life gractually ebbed "ut and he died in his forty-
eighth year, November 13, 1907. 
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Thus briefly" are the coinciding dates of the two poets whose personal 
friendship lasted only tW0 years; and yet, whose re~ction to each other's 
ideas [;,1',(1 Ii tera.ry expressi;:m was so d.ynamic that its results can be traced 
today. I!l many wa~rs the lives :>f these two poets he,ve many parallel in-
~i(lents in which a foreshadowing of their eventual affinities may be seen. 
In many other ways. equally essential, differences are so apparent that it 
is amazing that they ever arrived at a common ground. 
In the matter of educati:>n, Patmore he,d the ad,rantage over Th:>mps')n; 
not in the number Jf 7ears of formal training, for Patmore had only ab Jut 
six months of formal schooling in Paris. Yet, as a precocious child, he 
p rJgressed rapidly under the supervisi:.:m ·)f his father who tutored him, 
developed his natural ardQr f::>r poetry, F..nd guided his reading along 
the lines of the Classics. He tells us that his father had formed the 
habit )f marking his books: 
••• profusely underscJring whatever he thought 
of paramount excellence. 'I took a pride, ' 
said Coven try, 'in reading nJne but the marked 
passages, and S'J in gorging on the quintessence of 
poetry.r To this early practice, we may 
trace, perhaps, his greatest fault as a writer, 
his inadequate sense of the necessity 'Jf evolution 
in poetiC w·)rk. 9 
9 1']. Goose, "Coventry Patmore," Living ,!ge, January 2, 1897. 796. 
This type of educati'Jn WJuld naturally have its failings, but 4 
it is better calculated. to produce a poet than the type of education 
sustained by Fra.ncis Thompson. Thompson was surfeited with formal 
educ1:lti:m, intended to produce fl, speciali zed result, definitely not 
a poet. Seven years of Thompson's ed.ucatiJn were spent in nreparation 
for the priesthood. This was partly because of the wish of his parents, 
who were both converts. Mrs. rt:thompson, herself, had entered the convent 
but left upon discovering she had no vocation for that life. She was 
probably over-anxious to see her son fulfill the desire that had 
been in her heart. Although Thompson was devout and well-liked by 
his teachers and directors, he was advised to give up the idea of 
the priesthood. The letter the priest wrote to his mother telling 
her of the decision remarks: "If he'can shake off a natural 
indolence which has always been an obstacle with him, he has ability 
to succeed in any cp."reer. ,,10 The "inliolence" disappeared when he 
entered up;Jn his lit erary career, as can be seen by the 8mOJ nt 'of 
work he accomplished in a comparatively short life. 
Both of the poets suffered a period of estrangement from their 
families. patmore was only twenty-one when his father fled to the 
continent in financial disgrace, leaving him alone after a ver,y 
sheltered boyhood. He left just as success seemed about to crown 
10 E. Meynell o 25. 
his san's literary efforts, with the publicp.tbn of his first 
11 pa ems • Herbert Read finds in this trial in the yaung man's life an 
eJtplanatiJn ;)f the fierceness Jf character for which patmore is so 
often crit icized. "such circumstances are b,Jtmd to produce in a 
sensitive nature 'defense' compensations which take on the appearance 
of self-asserti:m and intellectual arrogance. 1tl2 
Contrary to common opinbn, patm,ore was nJt greatly helped in 
his literary career by his father, n'or by his father's reputati:m. 
Peter patmore's attitude in the Scott 
duel had produced in his IThackeray'~ 
own mind, as in that of many others, a 
violent prejudice against the very name. 
nuriIlC!: the ;lears when practical help would 
have been valuable to Coventry 'Patmore, 
at all events, his father had none to 
give him •.. that peter patmore's 11 terary 
connectians made li~ing by the pen any 
easier for his young son is a fiction 
which must be corrected.13 
The poems had been inspired by patmore's admiration for Tennyson, 
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~,nd their publicatiJn attracted the attenti)n n'Jt only)f this illustrious 
poet, but also,of BarI"'J cornwall, Leigh HUnt, Browning, and others. 
The most practi cal help patmare received was from hi s new friend, 
Monckton Milnes, later Lord Houghton, to whom patmore ~as extremely 
grateful for a position in the British }ftUseum. l4 This fortunate event 
brought to a close, after ab()ut fifteen months, a. perbd of worry and 
11 E. Gosse, 43. 
12 Read, 316. 
13 E. Gosse, Living~, 795. 
14 ~., 798. 
privati,:m for Pl'ltmore. At one time he was almost in a state compn.r3ble 
to the destitution of Thompson. 
Thompson was twenty-six when his father tired of financing 
an education that his son was not exerting much eff')rt to assimilAte. 
He finally realized thB,t his son wa.s not g)ing to follow the vocat i:m 
.Jf either his mother or his father, but the one iro which God called him. 
Thompson left home, however, of his own free will and set out for 
London as the most likely place to earn his living. 
His period of trial was just ab)ut twice as long as patmore's 
and twice as hard. He stooped to things that patmore would never 
haYe done: shoe shining, selling matches~ r..olding horses, and the 
like. After three years of this, Thompson was rescued by Wilfrid 
Meynell and set up)n a new road. 15 We b.a~re seen the.t patmore's reaction 
t,o insurmountable obstacles was one of disdain and arrogance. His 
pride forced him to hide hi s feelings and present a bold and indifferent 
face to the world. Thompson, on the other hand., even more sensitive 
than Patmore, found his only solace within himself. 
His sensitive nature recoiled on 'contact with 
the world and forced him to flee into 'the 
tower of hi s own soul' a,nd rai se the drawbridge • 
••• In most cases, however, time and conflict 
mold even the most sensitive boy into a rugged 
individual, fully capable of defending himself 
physically or diplomatically. This was not tnle 
of Thompson. He never lost his sensi tiveness. 16 
15 E. Meynell, 38. 
16 .r. Barry, tiThe Child Who Never Grew Up," CO~:)l1weal, necember. 1945, 
188. 
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Tt was well for the poetic spirit of Tlnmpson thF.t he turned nthin 
himself, and that there he found dreams and ideals to cling to. This 
saved him from despair and degrading worldly solace, and gave to 
the world his beautiful mystical poetr,v. 
The poets differed in yet another way in that Thompson was born 
into the catholic Church and ~atmore came to it as the logical, formal 
culmination of the spiritual experiences he' had. patmore's early life 
gives no hint of his later conversion. "until T was ab)ut eleven 
ye8.rs old, I was what is now ca.i.led an 'Agnostic l , that is, I neither 
knew n·or cared whether there was a God or no. ,,17 He got no religious 
training or encouragement from his father, who was an atheist, and 
who determined to raise his boy likewise until he w)uld be old enough 
to choose for himself. Nonetheless, an extra.ordinary idea of religion 
pursued patmore through the whole of his life. As a young boy he 
meditated on the existence of God, vaguely desiring what he did not 
know was actuallY attainable. No doubt the year Patmore spent in 
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Paris when he was fourteen deepened his ~eligious instincts and planted 
the seed of his conversion. 18 A boy with such a deeply religious 
sensitivity could not be exposed to a catholic atmosphere without 
being impressed by the beauty)f the symbolism of its liturgy and the 
imagery of the ceremonies. 
17 Champneys, II, 41. 
18 I~id., 48. 
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'Regarding "Patmore's conversi::>n, it has been said that the puri1fanism 
of his first wife kept him out of the Catholic Church until her death, 
but Patmore was too independent to be influenced to such I'l great extent 
by anyone. Likewise, it is not true that his second wife brought 
him into the Church, IIfor his mystical aspirations had already and 
unconsciously made him a Catholic. 1119 Both poets, as they wrote, drew 
heavily from the symbolism of the Old Testament, unearthing treasures 
long hid from the eyes ·of the faithful. They likewise drew from the 
mystics deep spiritual glories, which made strange company for scientific 
factual data and Victorian superficialities. They were alike in their 
selectiveness, choosing to write only about the religious significances 
which meant so much t·o them. It is probably in this religious spirit 
that they are basically I'lOst alike. 
Patmore married three times, a.ctually living the life of nuptial love 
which his poetry proclaimed as a forerunner of heaven. His wives 
had a certain influence on him, and ea.ch left her stamp on his work. 
This is especially true of Patmore's first Wife, »tIily Andrews. 20 Some 
ar)und her. Her puritan.:linstincts were a check on Patmore I s mystic 
tendencies, f')rcing him more or less to c')nform to the conventions 
19 H. O'Keefe. "Coventry patmore," Catholic world, August, 1899, 650. 
20 m. Gosse, 199. 
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of the period. How well she succeeded is seen in the great misundePlStand-
ing with which his p,oem was greeted. It was widely a'::claimed because 
the l)l1'olic did nJt real1~e what he was saying, so well did he Yeneer 
his thJught with a shell of nineteenth century respectability. 
It cannot be overemphasi zed that The 
Angel in the House is a perbd poem.-
rt cannot be denied that PatmJre's 
hand wrote it. The only exp1anati)n 
for its writing is that in writing it 
patmJre was paying the price of his 
love. I t was patmore's sacrifice that 
he became a periJd poet because he loYed 
a period woma.n. F'or a passiJn that was 
purely love. 'Patlll'Jre s8,cnficed. for a 
time, the very driving f'orce ·of his 
artistic soul. 21 
'Po a certain extent, no doubt, this is true; and yet. at this 
ueriod ,of his life, before the catholiC faith opened to him the mystical 
vi stas of ni vine I,ove, earthly love was the dri vi!1~.g f Jrce of his 
life. Respect amI reverence for human loye soon e1evFtted Patmore 1 s 
gaze to the ceaseless activity of ni vine Charity. 
Patmore's second marriage furthered hi s literary career by giving 
him a c'Jmpani,m whose thoughts comp1ementect his own. Marianne Byles, 22 
a convert, like himself, to Catholicity, helped him by her holiness 
e,nd depth of spirituality. She. atone time. contemplated entering 
the c~myent and her vision of the supernatural was always remarkable. 
21 V. T. Eaton, S.S., "The First Mrs. Patmore5 " Catholic World, October, 
1946, 54. 
22 ~. Gosse, 204. 
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She began a translation of st. Bernard on The Love of God which Patm.;>re 
finished. 
If she did not int~oduce Patmore to the Spanish mystics, at least 
she c·juld. intelligently and sympathetically converse with him about them. 
It was during this second marriage that Patmore wrote The unknown Eros, 
lithe loveliest and most p)ignant. the most purely compact of essential 
poetry.II23 Of The unknown. Eros'J one critic writes: 
The author of the Odes was an intensely religious, 
spiritually motiva~man. He wrote a series of 
poems so great that his own generation, his 
bigoted, complacent contemporaries, with 
characteristic blindness could not see them; 
with characteristic stubbornness, would not 
hear them. They are a contribution to the 
literature of the world.24 
Patmore's third wife, Harriet. is the least known and had the 
least influence on his work.25 Sh')rtly after his marriage to her, Patmore 
announced his intention of writing exclusively in prose. 
F. Page has aptly summed up the cri tics' evaluation of the relationship. 
of patmorefs wives to his work. 
They would ha're patmore to be very domestic 
while he was married to Emily (1847-62),. and 
while he wrote in eight-syllable quatrains or_ 
couplets; and to be very religious (but .;Inystice.l t 
is the word) while he was married to Mary (1864-80). 
a~d wrote in lines of varied lengths, rhymed at 
irregula.r intervals. I do not know what they 
would suggest for his latest development, when 
he was married to Harriet (1881-96), and wrote 
in prose. 26 
23 L. Garvin, IfCoventry patmore: The Praise of the Odes., If Fortnightly, 
February, 1917, 207. 
24 Eaton, 53. 
25 E. Gosse .• 243. 
26 F. page~ pe.tmore. ! study in ;Poetry, oxford University Press, London, 
1933, 18. 
Thompso~never married~ but when his poetic muse inspired him, he 
dedicated his poetry to Mrs. Meynell and her daughters; so he was not 
with:>ut feminine inspira.tion for his poetry. Alice Meynell had for him 
iIi hll; need lithe care ()f the mother for the child, the guidance of a 
Beatrice for a Dante, whose Bevtrice .. he was in poetry. tf27 
Both poets wrote sparingly, car~ful to maintain their integrity of 
spirit and inspiration. Both ended their literary careers writing only 
in prose, because they preferred to "respect posterity" and write only 
what their poetic muse impelled them to wri tee Th'Jmpson had no other 
work but that of writing; and even about this as a source of livelihood, 
he was peculiarly indifferent. 
ThJmpson wrought his poems, but there 
his impulse and energy ceased. He was 
a babe in the business of the world., or, 
rathe~, he was supremely indifferent. 
Not only did his friend fee, clothe, and 
harbor him, but he also found a publi~her, 
and saw that his books were int~oduced to 
the few and fit.28 
34 
The friend is, of course, Wilfrid Meynell, and it lIas for him that Thompson 
wrote much of his 11 terary cri ticisL1 in his later years. 
Patmore, on the contrary, needed some steady income to support the 
large family he had. He worked for twenty years in the British Museum and 
then retired on a pension. His second wifels great wealth afforded him 
much leisure, but he did not feel that this aided his 11 terary output. In 
a letter to Lord Houghton, the man wh) obtained for him his position in 
27 A. Tuell, Mrs. Meynell and ~ Literary Generation, E. P. DUtton and 
Co., New York, 1925, 206. 
28 Hind, 24. 
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the British MUseum, some twelve years &fter his retirement, Patmore wrote: 
I1The absolute leisure which of late years I have lenjoyed,' I have found 
to be very adverse to literary prJclnctions. I should pr::lbably have t'\.one 
ten times more in that way if I had had something else to do •••• 1129 
In personality the poets could hard.ly have been more different. patmore 
w;:,.g fiercely aggressive, arrogant, pro'ld; Th')mpson,on th,= other ha.rt.t, 
was meek, unobtr\J.sive, and diffident. Both suffe1"ec. fron the sl::une sensiti-
vtty, but their reactions were the opnosi te. In every descripti:m ,.,f patmore 
some mention is made 'Jf his fierceness Jf manner and his pride, which are 
generally t1'lken to be qualities of his genius. Symons speaks ·Jf "all that 
was abrupt, fiery, and essential in the genius of a rare ana. misunderstoJd 
pJet. lI30 Being misunderstood, Patmore scorned the world and refused to 
mingle with those beneath him. IIPo:)r and proud, and always ready to deem 
himself unc.er'rallled' J patmJre d1". rot go much ir.to society. ,,31 
Theodore Mayna.rG. holds this arrogance and scorn to be only a p'Jse 
tJ protect himself frJm critics: 
The prophet1s fierceness of manner waS 
necessary to prevent him being charged 
with beir~ too dainty and sugary. In 
mere self-defense the poet had to offset 
this with intimidating gr:>wls a.nd. glares. 
The famous arrog~nce probably at bottom 
amounts to 11 ttle more than that.3 2 
29 Champneys, II, 227. 
30 Symons, 351. 
31 R. Gamett, "Recollecti:)ns of Covent.ry Patmore," saturday Review, 
December 5, 1896, 582. 
32 Maynard, 248. 
!hi8 arrogance was not objectionable to those who really knew Patmore. 
!he)" realized that the intense emotion that made his poetry great, when 
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carried over into personal life, often gave rise to annoying eccentricities 
of manner. Arthur Symons SM4, "Coventry Patmore charmed one b7 his 
whimsical ene~, his intense sincerity, and. indeed, by the childlike 
egoism of an absolutely self-centered intelligence.1I33 !his statement, 
while giving us a contemporary's intimate view of Patmore, is not complet~ 
true. If Patmore had been "absolutely self-centered, II he would never have 
been able to write of m;ystical truths which are so far above and beyond 
the individual man. Coventry Patmore. It is true he was deeply concerned 
with the thoughts entrusted to him to give to the world; it is true he 
shunned those to whom his message meant nothing; but that he did so out of 
pride and egotism is another matter. ~heodore Maynard's opinion is that 
Patmore was not proud, but humble. 
The fact that he became a catholic would 
itself show that he was basically bumble. 
So would his pathos, in which quality (or 
in the power to express it) he has peJrhaps 
never been excelled. His confidence was 
not so JlUch in Coventry patmore as in the 
tru.th, Whatever .. have been his exalted. 
estimate of his own position as a prophet 
of truth.34 
Even in his old age, patmore did not entire~ lose his air of 
independence, but it was more tempered with kindliness. Edmund Gosse 
wrote of a visit to patmore: "!he old poet, II he wrote to 'l'hOl"llTcroft, 
33 symons, 352. 
3" Mqnard, 254. 
IIis very genial and most interesting, with a fresh and original min~, 
with strong individ'~~ sides which come out in unfamiliar forms of 
prejlldice. u35 
ThJmpson f S pArsonali ty did not have a, chance really to develop; 
it was stultified by the deadening influence of lauQanum. In trying 
to overcome this habit he was subject to periods of desp'ndency and 
misery; and when the effort of self-d.eniaJ. and self-control in this 
regard was not necessary, he was concealiI".g the pain of ill heaJ. th. 
consequently, his circle of friends was small, and he had n01;mrldly 
interests outside of the •• 
Wi th these friends, al tho1Jgh he was naturally shy B..'1d retiring, 
Thomps~m could forget himself to become either en amusing conversati'.m-
alist or a garI't1lous bore. Patmore believed him to be a flu en!. talker. 
He wrote from pantasaph: "I spend part ·of :my day with FrF..ncis Thomps:')n, 
who is a delightful companion:t full of the best talk. ,,36 Unlike 
Patm0re, Thompson was careful never to hurt anyone; he never spoke 
as dogmatically as Pa,tmore even though blt felt very str:')ngly on the 
sl10ject discussed. This th)ughtfulness of others is reflected, too, 
in his love for children. He was one of them, sharing their dreams 
and their simple joys. He possessed one quality, however, that was 
not child-like, and that was the s;'Iirit of d.espondency which sometimes 
weighed him down. He would frequently write to Wilfrid Meynell letters 
with sentiments similar to the following: 
35 Evan Charteris, The Life and Letters of Sir Edmund Gosse, William 
Heinemann, Lond~n. 1931, 742. 
36 Champneys. II, 133. 
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Indeed, I fp-2l that you have alreac~ done 
t00 much foX'::me; anl that it would be better 
you should. have nJthing m~re to do with me. 
You have alread~ displ~ved a patience and 
tenderness *ith me that my kindred would 
never have displayed.; and it is most unjust 
that I should any longer be a burden t:> you. 
I think I am fit for nothing; certainly not 
fit to be any longer the object of your too 
great kindness. Please understand that I am 
perfectly resigned to the ending of an 
experiment which even your sweetness would 
never ha.ve burdened yourself with., if you 
c:)11lo. ha;re f·oreseen the consequences. 37 
Needless to say, we owe an immense debt of gratitude to Wilfrid Meynell 
for never taking Thompson at his word, and for the tact and patience 
with which he treated him. He saw, as no one else ever shall, the 
reasons for Thompson's despondency and the delicacy of spirit and 
body with which he was equipped to withstand them. What a contrast 
to Patmore's self-assurance and bold declarati-:m of his slightest 
whims. Whatever the similarity of inner sensitivity, the exterior 
c::mld hardly have been a more striking contrast. 
The Meynells and their magazine, Merry England, played a big 
pr..rt in the lives of Patmore and Thompson separately, and also in their 
Meeting and subsequent friendship. Coventry patmore, in his capa.city 
'Jf reviewer, w8.s acquainted with Alice Meynell's work and praised it 
as early as 1874. Vlhen she and her husbF...nd started publishing Merq 
England in 1883, patmore was 'one of the first contributors. 38 Thompson 
37 v. Meynell, 105. 
38 E. Meynell, 65. 
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met the Meyne11s in 1889; and after their friendship had developed, 
he t~ld them that he had read Merr,r England as a medical student 
in Manchester practically from its first issue. The fact that his 
uncle, :9ldwr:.rd. Healy ThJmpson, we.s one of its early contributors 
pr·)l]ably served to introduce it to him. He se.id of its edi br, 
wilfrid Meynell, "I was nwself virtually his pupil and his wife's 
long before I knew him. He has in I!W opinion--and opini:m of long 
standing--done more than any m~.n in these la.tter days to educate 
Catholic literary ol'inion. tt39 MerTY England, then. was probably the 
first place where Thomps()I, saw any of Patm::>re's work. 
Before their first meeting these two poets became more and more 
awa.re of each other through their respective works which appeared in 
Merry England and other magazines, and. espeCially thro"-lE~h their friend-
ship wi th Alice Meynell. While they had n)thing but admiration for 
each other's work, each was somewhat suspicious of the regard in which 
the other was held by Mrs. Meynell. Nonetheless, nothing could destroy 
the affection they felt for her and the desire to like what she liked 
in an effort to please her. 
It was sa.sy for them to miss meeting at the Meynell's home 
because Thompson was never prompt about his arrivals. On one occasion 
Alice Meynell wrote to Thompsrm: "I have been much d.isappointed at 
not having the OPPl)rtuni ty "f intro,iuci:r..g you to Doventry patmore. 
39 Ibid., 67. 
Be wished so much to sae YCU. If you knew the splendid praises he 4 
crowned y'Ju wi the ,,40 
These tsplendid praiees' were in the article written by patmore, 
40 
about the first b·ookof poems that Thompson wrote. This is the article, 
written in January, 1894, which caused critics to s~: "To Hr. 
cove~try patmore belongs the credit of havi!lg 'discovered' Mr. Francis 
Thompson, whose first ar-~ only volume of verses came with all the Shock 
of a complete surprise on the world of reac'l.ers."4l 
Patmore recognized the qualities of genius in Thompson's poetry 
and predicted for him early success. "unlike most poets of his quali ty, 
who have usually had to wait a quarter .,f a. cent11ry or more for 
adequat e recognition, this poet is pretty sure "f a wide Rnd immediate 
acknowledgement. 1142 
How did these two men, so different in persona.l characteristics, react 
to one another when they finally met? Thompson met patmore personally fJr 
the first time in 1894. At this time Thomps:m wa.s thirty-three years old and. 
PatrDre wa.s se,renty-one. patmore's phenomenally successful The ,Angel in the 
~ had been published befjre Thompson's birth, which may account fo~ the 
air of reverence and high esteem with which he speaks of Patmore. Of 
Patmore's first visit to him at pantasaph, Thompson wr·')te to Alice Meynell: 
40 E. Meynell, 102. 
41 liThe Younger poets," Li vil"l..g .Age, l8ebruary 23, 1895, 479. 
42 C. PFtmore, ifF. Thompson, A ~ew Poet, \I Fortnightly Review, January. 
1894, 19 .. 
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"I ha.ve had a charming visit with Mr. Patmore.. He bore himself towar1.s 
me with a. digni ty an~ megnamini ty which are n'Jt ..,f +:l,! sage's steture. ,.43 
He ~ame to Thompson from another world, enveloped in the robes of dignity 
and r~pllt~tior.., in~pirin.g the young disciple to cry: "Haster, -.-:rere dwellest 
thou?" It wa.s n?t o'1ly the pr"phet's personal magnetism tha.t drew the young 
writ er aft e!' hi'll; but hi s spiritual me.sage s, appealed. to TlD mpson the+' 
~e found himself led out to depths h~ had not dreamed of, walking on the 
waters yf deeper spirit'lBl union with Go:'. Is it too much to s~ that 
Thompson would. never have f:)Und the waves s::>lid beneath his feet without 
the steadying t.,uch of the master's hand.? Th:>mpson himself seems to ha.ve 
felt this: 
To a passC:ib2 ',f st. JJW he adds a note 
that reveals his mood: "Amen, Amen, I 
s~~ t, thee: when thou was youngert thou 
didst gird thyse1f~ and didst walk where 
th,u wouldst. BUt when thou shalt be old, 
thou shalt stretch forth thy hands and 
another shall gird thee, and lead thee 
where thou wouldst not." 
To this he adds: 'Apply to spiritual 
JIll'I.tuMty •• 44 
Thompson died young, bu~ he reached a spiritual maturity beyond 
his ~rears because of tlE influence of the experience of Patm.:>re. 
The.,dor9 Me...ynard had something of the same idea when he said: "His 
~atmoref~ greatness lies in the power he has over the minds of those 
willing to read him attentively and with understanding. The very 
43 E. Meynell, 142. 
44 ~., 142. 
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ehape of such minds he is able to change, f~r he comes upon them with 
the force of revelatLon.n45 Thompson's mind was already shaping along 
the same lin~s as patmore's and d.id not need to be changeS. a.s much 
as the ideas needec. t~ b e crystalli zed. He was moving slowly and 
cauti::msly. and patmore urged him to run. in the W8;.T. 
patmore wrote of their first visit to his wife, Harriet: 
Yesterday (sunday) was Mrs. Meynell's day 
"at hornell ••.. I saw Fran.ci s Thompson yest er-
day and hail so:ne pri vat e talk with him. All 
I saw in him was pleasant and attractive--
so I asked him to c::>me for some Stm1a,v to 
Lymington, which he joyfully promised to do. 46 
Thomps::m wrote later ~f the friendship the two formed: 
Though never a word on either side directly 
touched or expla.ined tbe e.xceptional nature 
,)f the propusal, it was well underst,ood 
between us--by me no less than by him--
that it was no common or conventional friend-
ship he askedJf me. Not tberefore has he 
sought out my '.Velsh hermitRge; and scalpelled 
the fibres of me. 47 
Their letters to. one another, indeed, rarely t Juchedon ordinary 
42 
ma.tters of friendship, but were a·more spiritual corresp)ndence with the 
pupil s'~bmi tting his work and his ideas for correction and clarification. 
In ::>ne of his letters, Thomps::>n wr::>te to patmore: 
Of course, I am quite aware that it is 
impossible to answer openly--indeed 
impossible to ask 'Jpenly--deeper matters 
in a letter. BUt that is not requisite 
in my case. I t is enough that In.v gaze should. 
be set in the necessAry direction; the 
45 Maynard, 248. 
46 D. patmore, portra.i t of MY Family, Harper and Bros. t New York, 1935, 242. 
47 :;no Meynell, 142. 
rest m~v be safely left to the practised 
fixity of my gazing.48 
Thus we see that Thompson is not a fawning disciple, but a, sincere 
a.nd earnest younger prophet, eager to bring his om messp..ge to the 
world. patmore respected the individuality of Tmmpson f s genius 
a.nd did !lot try to superimpos e on it hill· own. He would not haiTe 
succeeded because in this the usually passive Thorapson was unusually 
prepossessed and determined. patmore, however, found his happiness 
in their friendahip in the fact that they were able to communicate 
their ideas to one another with the safe knowledge of complete 
understanding. He wrote to Thompson in August, 1895: "I see, with 
.. 
joy, how nearly we are up m the same lines, but jur visions could not 
be true were they quite the same; ann. no one can really see anything 
but his own vision.,,49 
Some of the criticism written about the two poetsl work •. is 
interchangeable, being said first about one and then about the other 
until it is difficult, if nJt illT9ossible, to tell which poet, unless 
directly named, is being criticized. A universal prophecy is that 
nei ther of the poets would be widely read. C. L. Hind wrote: 
48 Ibid. J 145. 
49 Ibid., 165. 
50 Hind, 24. 
The masses will never care for Thompson's 
poetry. It is too str3nge, too gorgeous, 
too mysticBl, too secret, too overcharged 
with imagery and the symbolism of his faith. 
But master it, and the sjari:r.g, plunging, un-
controllable Thompsonian song becomes a 
possession fJrever. 50 
43 
,A.lice Meynell comments, with somewhat more restraint, on the S~'..lne 
qu~lity of patmore's poetry, although she ascribes it to a different 
Whatever criticism may learn in time to 
come, 'The TJnknowr~ Eros t will hardly then 
have many renders, and wi 11 no doubt still 
keep the accidental loveliness that surrounds 
it now by the indifference of the majority; 
but its essential loveliness is its own 
quality, conferred by no world's neglect. 51 
The religious spirit, excessive in the eyes of the world, was the 
reaS0!". f::>r the selectl"'.ess of the audience which. 'hese poems attracted. 
John Freeman expressed this very well in an article on patmore which 
applies equally to Thompson's poetry. 
Certain of the poems are most fitly to be 
read after a chapter of a Kempis or st. 
Francis de Sales; while others form an 
incidental commentary upon the most mar-
vellous passages of st. Augustine's 
"Confessions"--that one, for example, 
beginning, "What do I love when I love 
thee?,,52 
The most frequent name besides poet bestowed upon Patmore and 
Thompson is that of prophet. Perhaps it was given to patmore mor e 
often, an~ with more justice, than to Thompson, but they both deserve 
the significant inferences implied in the title. "Thor::rps:m was at 
times a prophet poet in the real sense of that combination ••.• 
A man who knows the heart of God knows also the horizons of life. ,,53 
44 
51 A. Heynell, liThe poetry of Coventry Patm0re," Athenae1Jlll, December 12, 
1896, 839. 
52 J. Freeman, 185. 
53 F. smt th, IIF:rancis Thompson: Some Sort of Derelict," Catholic World. 
January, 1943, 432. 
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TheY were showing men the wB:3' out of the evils of their age, the 
waeturn ":;0 Godll from laxity of their ~y.s. For their own genere,... 
t1on, at least, they were but the "voice of one c~ring in the wild.erness. II 
"The latest and the fiercest of our English prophets." as Gosse called 
patmore. was not able to stir the hearts of many; he was 1I ••• a sign of 
contradiction until the end of tille. Prophet. p'Jet, mystic, Cover:.try 
patmore is to those who have fonnel all that was his to give. tl54 
These p~et prophets shunned the world. removed to the mcuntain-
tops where they could ponder their deep thJughts. They were often 
t)gether rolring the two years )f their friendship, walking together 
:lV'er the g:r-"nmds 0:' the monastery at pantasaph or on patmc:>re's esta.te 
at Lymington. They freq'lently c::mversed with the priest SJn apt ri tual 
pnbleI"!s that their poetry touched on. Patm0re wrote b hi s wife: 
"Fran~is Th)1"1pson anil all the Fatn'3rs spent two h:),llrs last night in 
my rO(jm and we had excellent talk. ,,55 
Their friendship mea.nt s) much to Patmore that he made an offer 
to Tbompson, shortly be:ore his o~n ieath, that can hardly be reconciled 
wi t"h :bis reputati:>n f'Jr a:r'rogfln~e .qnt pride. He wrote: 
You were looking so unwell when we parted, 
that, not h.'""""il"..g heard fr ·Jm you, I am 
someWhat a.larmed. If, at any time, you 
find yourself seri Jl1s1~r ill, and do not 
54 L. Wheaton, "Psyche," 355. 
55 Champnevs, I, 133. 
fino. the attendance, food, etc., 
sufficiently gvorl, tell me and I will 
go to pantasaph tJ tcu:e care::>: YJU for 
any time you ma.y- find ne useful. It 
would be a great pleas11re anc. hon)ur to 
serve you in any way.56 
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No wonder Thompson lO'Tsrl rona. revered Patmore,. anoIa. man, thi,.ty-
9i% years his senior, offering to wcdt on him. Thomps:m gently ref11sed 
his gener::>us offer, and within four months was himself IIshocked and 
overCJme tf tJ heFr )f Patmore's death.. His grief overflowed int::> words 
t:r;ling to express what pat.,,'"!rp hl'tft ffieant tv him. "It remains a personal 
(and wonderful) memory thl'tt to me 3:n'Detimes y athwart thf'l shifting 
clouds '): converse, was revealed by glimpses the direct vision of that 
oceanic vast of intellect. u57 Of his last book of poetry New poems, 
he wrote: "This latest, highest, of my work is now born dumb. It 
had been StUlg into his sole ears. Now there is none who speaks its 
languaga. ,,58 His sense of l)ss is also recJrded in verse which seemll 
to give some evio.e:r.~'" teat Pa.tmore's death and Thompsonts deterninati)n 
to write nJ nore poetI"'.;T are somehow connected. In 1897, the yet'",r aft er 
Patmore's death, in his notebook we read: uEnd of poet. :Beginning of 
Journalist. The years of transition compl eted.. 1159 What part Patmore 
ple,yed in this transition, and the effect that his death hncL on Tl:ompson, 
are matters of conjecture; but so greR t a fri endship ani' so intimate an 
56 E. Meyne1l, 176. 
57 Ibid., 177. 
58 Ibid., 178. 
59 connolly, criticisms, vii. 
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exchange :>f ideas are not so)n forgotta:-., nor can their i:r.flllence be 
easily dismiesed. Perha.ps, some inkling of the truth can be foun<'\. in the 
follQwing lines, which expose the inmost feelings of Thompsonts 
bereaved heart: 
o how I miss you any 'casual dayt 
_~nd 8,S I walk 
Turn, in the customed. Wf,.y, 
Toward.s you wi th the talk 
Which who but yrnl should he~n'1 
And lauw the intercepti!lb day 
Betwixt roe ~nd your only listening eer; 
And no man ever m')re my tongue shall hear, 
And d~mb amid an alien folk I stray.60 
60 ]. Meynell, 178. 
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CHAPTER II 
'" PATlWRE 's INFLUENCE ON THOMPSON'S THOTJGRT 
"What I put ftJrth as e. bud, he blew on ani it blossomed, The 
contact ::If Jur ideas was dynamic. He reverberated my idea with such 
and so many echoes that it ret'lrned tJ me gres.ter tha.n I gave it forth. III 
The frankness with which Thomps'Jnexposes Patmore's influe~ce 
on his ideas is equalled only by his Bagerness to acla:.owledge his debt 
to patmore. Our interest is aroused by such an open a'Towal of in-
debted...ness, ami curiosit~r prom:;>ts an investigation into its nature 
[mel extent. Thompson himself "b..as qualified the extent of the influence 
in the rassage just quoted; r'rd it is well t·J keep in l'lind that patmore's 
inf111e!'ce is one of encourp.gement and strengthening ::If Thomps:m's 
own ideas. Their thoughts complemented one another's; but Patmore. 
because of his greater age and experience, was able tJ broaden and 
deepen the basic c:mcepti0!lS ·'Jf Thompson. 
The whole problem ?f the dynamic contact of their ideas resolves 
itself inttJ this one simple, but comprehensive fact; they were both 
m'::Ire int0rested in tlre superne.tural than in the natural. They saw 
through and beyond the world abou t them into its spiritual significance. 
Their ultimate goal was unLm with God, and everything served them as 
a means to attain it. 
1 Connolly, In His Paths, 66. 
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ThO'l1pson r s j-:lY was to have f':lU!ld one wh') could sea wi th him the. 
spiri tual vist3.s of which facts were only the symbols. Pa.tmore had 
sa.id: 
The poet is, par excellence, the pe~ceiver, 
nothing having-any interest for him unless 
he cant as it were, see and touch it with 
spiritual senses 'Nith which he is preeminently 
endowed. The saints, indeed, seem for the 
most pa.rt to ha.ve had these senses greatly 
developed by their holiness and their habitual 
suppression of tb~ corporeal senses. 2 
Thompson echoes the same idea. "In proportion to the height 
49 
)f their sanctity the saints are ine7itable poets. Sanctity is essential 
song. 113 
The reverence felt by both pa.tmore and Thomps')n for their vocation 
as poet is often expressed in their Nritings. They never tire of 
ela.borating on the idea of the true p,)et being a prophet and seer. 
patmore says: 
The poet, again, is not more singular for the 
delicacyo! his spiritual insight, which enables 
him to see celestial beauty and substantial 
reali ty, where all is bla.nk to most others,' 
than fJr the surprising range and, alertness 
of vision, whereby he detects, in external 
na.ture, those likenesses and, echoes b~r which 
spiritual realities can alone be rendered 
credible •••• Such likenesses, when chosen by 
the imagination, not the fancy, ·Jf the true 
Poet, a.re real wJrds-the :mly ree.l words; 
for "that 'WhiCh is unseen is known by that 
which is seen," antI nat'lral similitudes often 
conta.in and a:--6 truly the visible ultimates Jf 
the unseen. 4 
2 C. Patmore, Religio Poetae, George 3e11 anc. Sons, Lond.on, 1893, 2. 
3 E. ;.reynell t 143.--
4 C. Pa.tnDre, Religio poetae, 3. 
T11)~~3('r.t" cT!1'Tinced 2,S he we,s 'J: Fhp :religious significance of 
poetry, was thrillec at the words:)f Patmore, ar"::l late'" wrote in an 
eSsay of his own: 
For p:>etry is the teacher of beauty; and 
with-Jut beauty men would soon lose the con-
ceptioll of a God ancl exchange God f)r the 
devil •••• Whence it wal, doubtless" the.t 
PJetry and r~ligi')n were 0f old so united, 
as is seen ir. the proIJt-J.etic books of the :Bible.!:' 
In keeping with their exalted idea.l of a true :~)oet as a lJnptet 
End seer, Patmore a.'ld Thonps::m vrrote almost exch'.si vely ry! spiritual 
signif:'..cancei or rather, they made e',,:;.,.~rtting a siGnp)st to heaven, 
1ea1ing t,/') 'miJ~ ',"iitt God. At first, Thomps:on s:)1lght this UJ11Jl1 with 
Go(l thro~h the s~7r.·lbols thgt m0st clsf.rly shoved it to hirr.; innocence 
and chilr~ood. The first poems he wrote were t) children, the Meynell 
children; [1llcl they displfi.y his powers ')f iT'.sic;rt .'mil perception into 
tte pure mind and_ s:m1 of a child. Th')Q)son was len by the eweet!less 
and loveableness ')f thS' child. closer to the Creator from Wlum her 
sweetnes!'\ flowed. Every incident furnished him a reason for making 
some re:t'l€diJn:m God. The love of the child for him, marle him think 
of the love of God: 
o childl I l')'Te) fn I love ::3 .. :n.:'1, Imow; 
But you .. wh:. love nJr know at cll 
The diverse cr~bers in LoveTs guest-hall. 
Where some rise earl;>:!, few sit long; 
In how iiff3ri:::'-£ accents hecw the throng 
His groat pentecostal tongue. 6 
5 The Yl orks of Fran cis TID mpson_t :Burns and oat es, Ltd., L':mil .. :m, 1913, 
-,,- -~ v01s., III, 106. 
6 Ibid •• It 7. 
Tbe height of hi s spiri t of innl)cence and childlike delight in the 4 
thingS)f God is expressed in liThe Making of Viola. II More than 8. 
Ifmere verbal dance," as MegroZ:.')F.lls it, it is an exercise of Faith. 
an exulting credo in Godfs ll)~ing care for us to the smallest detail. 
cast a star therein to drown, 
Like a torch in cavern bro'~t 
Sink a burning star to drown 
Whelmed in eye':> 'Jf Viola. 
Lave, prince Jesus, a. 
star in eyes of Viola. 
Perhaps the best description of his poetry at this period of 
his life is given to us by Thompson himself in his tenderly touching 
"EX 0 re Infan tium. " 
So, a little Child4 come down 
And hear a child's tongue like Thy own; 
Take me by the hr""nd and walk 
And listen to my baby-talk. 8 
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Truly these first poems are "baby-talktl in comparison wi th the powerful. 
sJ"~.l-stirring poems of his later yel",Ts. The fascinati0n that the 
innocence and fresh.1'less of children had for him could well have been a 
reacti:m frOM th", f11 th aJHl ,rlcketL1'less of the streets from which he 
had been so recently rescue-d. It was a natural reaction for his faith 
to seek the puri ty of a c1:ild; and it wa.s also nablral fo r his per-
sonali ty to tu.rn to the child. for he was always more at home with 
children than wi tb adults. He shar~(I their evaluation of things on 
~ Ibid., It 14. 
8 Ibid." I, 22. 
an eternal scale; but as a result he was isolated from mankind, and 
his poetry reflects a ~elancholic note. He, hi~self, later in his 
life, ~salized the benefit Jf th~t separation. 
Most p,)ets~ pnbEcbly, like most saints, 
are prepared for their mission by an 
ini tial segregation, as the seed is '1:l11.ried 
to germinnte; befJre they can utter the oracle 
of poetry, they JTI\1st first be divided from 
the body of men. 
The poems ab:mt children were all writ ten ['-;.l1d published before 
Thompson met Patmore, although he was undoubtedly aware of his work. 
Sister Songs, ar..other poem extollir.£' the simpliei ty and innocence of 
children, was published. after Thompson's first meeting with patmore, 
but does not show any defini te influence 'Jf the m:Jre mature mind of 
Patmore. This poem does contain, however, the famous lines of un-
conscious imitation of P~.tmoreJ which Thompson acknowledged in a note 
to the preface: 
One image in the proem was an unconscious 
plagiarism from the beautiful image of Mr. 
patmore's st. valentine's ~: 
I 0 baby Spring 
That flutte"" st sudr'len 'neath the breast of Earth, 
A month before the birth! ' 
Finding I could not disengage it without 
injury to the passage in which it is em-
bedded, I have preferred to leave it, with 
this acknowledgement to a poet rich enough 
to lend to the poor. --Francis Thom:990nlO 
The significance of this acknowledgement is not in the incident 
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t·J which it refers; but in the fa,ct that Thompson was, at this time, aware 
9 Ibid., III, 11. 
10 Ibid., I, 226. 
of Pa,tm,re's poetry to such an extent that he compared his own to it 
~nd was cognizant of the similarity between certain passages whether 
it was del ib erat e or not. 
Patmore's greatest infl'lence on Th:>mP!5onf s thought was toopen 
up to him the symbolic significance of nuptial l~ve, which was for 
patr.ore the first and foremost of the symbols which lead men to the 
I,ve of God. In explaining his conviction in this matter he likens 
natural love to st. John the Baptist, the precursor of Christ: 
The relation of Natural Love to Divine 
Love is represented by him with a con-
sistent a.ptness and an amou.."lt of detail 
which can scarcely have been accidental. 
In the first place he is not represented 
e,s simply a prophet, but as the "Precursor" 
of Christ, as Natu.ral Love is the precursor 
of the Divine. l' The natural first, and 
aft erwards the spi ri tual.' st. Bernard 
says: 'The love of God has its first 
root in the most secret of the human 
affections. l The love between God and 
the soul is constantly declared to be, 
in its highest perfection, the love that 
subsists between Bridegroom 8!\d Bride 
("thy Maker is thy HUsband,' etc., etc.) 
and ou.r only means of unders tanding and 
attaining to these superriatural relati)ns 
are the meditation and contemplation of their 
types in nature. ll 
Alice Meynell grasped the message that patmore wanted to convey 
and reassured Thompson who was somewhat doubtful of it at first. 
In fact, before Thompson would trust himself to review patmore's 
book, he asked the advice of Father Anselm, a priest at pantasaph. 
11 Patm,re, Religio, 10. 
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patmore records Father Anselmts reaction in a letter to his wife. 
"Fe.ther Anselm, the Superior, and a profound contemplative, said 
he hRd never read anything so fine as the tprecursor', He and I 
bad a long talk alone a'bout nuptial love and he went all lengths with 
me in the honour of the marriage embrace. ,,12 With this enc:mragement 
and that of Alice Meynell~ Thompson could. not hold out against the 
violence of the expression of ideas 'which so appealed to him. 
Alice Meynell's comments on The Unknovm Eros are -pre.ctically as 11 ... 
lumina.ting as Pa.tmore's own utters.nces. 
That the general purpose of the poems is 
obscure is inevitable. It he.s the obscurity 
of profound clear waters. What the poet 
chiefly secures to us is the understanding 
that love and its bonds, its bestowal and 
reception, do but rehearse the action of the 
union of God with bumanity--that there is 
no essential man save Christ, and no essential 
woman except the soul'.of mankind. When the 
singer 0f a Song of Songs seems to borrow 
the phra.se of human love, it is rather that 
the human love had. first borrowed the truths of 
the love of God. 13 
Thompson was further convinced of the validity of patmorets 
symbvlism by his own study into the symbolism of the Bible. which 
greatly interest ed him; and by the wri ti!1..gs "f the saint s, mainly 
the mystiCS of the Church. st. Berne.rd in an exposition of the 
SYMbols of the canticle of canticles gives the theological basis 
12 Champneys, II. 133. 
13 V. Meynell, 111. 
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r 
for Patmjre's"'poetry. 
The love of God and of the Soul can be 
expressed in no way so perfectly as by 
the lIlutual love of Brirle ani!. Bridegroom, •.• 
since this relationship is the ideal one 
of love, it is well th~t the name 'Jf Bride 
should be given to th'O soul that loves. 14 
This fundamental symbol is the basi" of patmore's infl11ence:m 
. 
Thompson's idee.s. Thompson's idea of love matured, njt only in its 
symb:.:>li sm from the innjcence of children's love t::> the deer.>eI' lJve of 
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:nan for woman, but also in its significance of spiritual chil~~ood to the 
joy end frui ti':)n of the lovp.)f the loul, for God, which the mystics 
call the Spi ri tual Harriage. 
As early as Love in Dian's tap, signs of this spiritual love 
can be seen. 
Ohastest, since such you are, 
Take this curbed spirit of mine, 
V~ich your o~n eyes invest with light divine, 
For lofty love and high auxiliar 
In daily exalt emprise 
Which outsoers mortg.l eyes. 15 
Not that Thom;:Json ever ceased to be a child. The childlike 
quali ty of his naivete ".nd simplicity never left him. When his thoughts 
s~2red upward after patmore's. some clung to the first idea of innocence. 
Alice Meynell, the greatest feminine inspiratij!, in his life and ;jne 
of the keenest critics Jf his work, is thus commemorated by him: 
14 O. Burdett, The Idea of c')ventIJ: patmore, oxford TJni vergi ty press. 
L()n1.on, 1921~.---
15 Thompson, I, 83-4. 
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For this was even that Lady, and none other, • 
The man in file calls 'Love,' the child calls 'Mother. ,16 
It is in ~ P09..'!lS that the first definite signs of patmore's influence 
can be traced. This is the book that was dedicated to pa.tm1re, whose 
untimely death nreced~d its nublication by only a few months.. Thompson 
explains the dedication in a note: IIThis dedication was written while 
the dear friend and grea.t poet to whom it was addressed yet lived.. It 
is left c,s he saw it--the last verses of mine that were ever to pass under 
his eye. II17 These were also the last poems Thomps~:m was to moi te, with the 
exception of a few odes. Alone, lackin~ the apc)roval and encouragement of 
Patmore, on which he had relied, Thompson turned to prose to say, not so 
much what he had to say, but to judge what others said in the light of 
his ex,erience. 
Thompson, himself, said that New Poems was 
•.• a very stern, sober, and difficult volume. 
'Tis more varied in range thpn my former 
work; and b;r my arrangement I have done 
my best to emphasize and press into service 
this, the solitar,r redeeming fact from the 
popular standpoint. 18 
Thompson does n'ot say thp_t this greater variety is the result 
of I"atJr.')re's il'1fblenCe; but Patmore ~ s ... t le~st partially responsible. 
In particular, the repeatec. references to nuptial love and the use 
of ~arriage as a symbol of Divine Lo~e find their sourc~ ~n patmore. 
16 I~id., I, 101. 
17 E. Meynell, 178. 
18 Ibid., 181. 
patmore's basic concept is that human love leads to divins. U~4 
treats of human love in an intimate yet r'>"'"erential -,';ay', :',lVl'~vS unisT' 
tl.", as)t:ct::;f huptial l'1ve, while Thomp'3::m preferred to deal with its 
spiritual significance. 
It was ')f oourse a fUY'd.a:::0ntal positi':m 
in his [patmore's] philosophy-the close 
analog~r between l:,>ve and Goo._ In a sense 
the lo~er i'3 an emanati::>n from God. God 
speaks thr,:'>ugh his lovers ••.• Pe.tmJre rises 
into loft;v th::)U~ht in this directbn. He 
sees the woman he loves as a ray from God, 
a shaft of Divine Light. She comes do\v.n 
from God and linking hands with him in 
earthly Hfe, takes hiM up towards God.19 
patmore's "Wedding Sermon" is £'I. tr:msi til)nal piece betwe"'n the 
earlier The Angel in the House e.nd The UnknoVl'Il Eros. It contains in 
many beautiful passages the substance of patmore's theme that nuptial 
love is indeed the highe~t love In a h11man plAne but that it 1'3 a 
prelude to the real love in man's life. the love 'jf God. 
The love ·:'>f marriage claims. above 
All other kinds. the name of love, 
As perfectest, th:meh not so high 
As love v:h-l.ch heaven with single eye 
Considers ••• 20 
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Thompson adapts this idea of patTl'lore's to his own spiritual attractions. 
using the symbolism of the liturgy. In particular, this is seen in 
"Assumpta Maria," in which Thompson takes his symbolism from the Office 
fn the feast of the AssumptiJn. He idealizes his love in the po-rson of 
the Blessed Virgin, p.nd although he e1evn.tes her in a very spiritual! zed 
love, he uses the symbols of spouse and nuptial love t'j show the intimacy 
19 B-rl'l~rbrooke, 14. 
20 c. patmwre, Poems, G. ]f'lll and. sons, London, 1928, 253. 
and dignity of her })ositi-:m: 
Lol He standeth, Spo11se and Br:>ther, 
I to Him, and He to me, 
Who impressed me where my mother 
Fen. beneath the a:rple tree •••• 
She in us and we in her are; 
Beating Godward; all that pine, 
LO, a w::mder and a terror-
The SUn hath blushed the Sea to WineJ 
He the AnterJs ana. Eros, 
She the Bride and Spirit; for 
Now the days of promise near us. 
And the Sea shall be no more. 2l 
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The idea. of spiritual marriage also appea.rs in "The After Woman," 
where in speaking of Mary and in her all women who came after her, Thompson 
places his emphasis on her nearness to God which he can express only in 
the terns 'Jf love. He calls her: 
.And: 
Sister of the Canticle 
And thee for God grown marriageable. 22 
When to love you 1s (0 Christ's spousel) 
To love the beauty of Ris h"11se. 23 
"A NarrJvv vessell! gives us the clearest idea of Thompson's versi'Jn of 
this symb,ol of loove, primarily because he left us hi s own critici'3m of it, 
explaining what he meant to convey in it. 
How many have grasped the significance of 
my sequence. "A Narrow Vessel"? critics 
either overlooked it altogether or adverted. 
to it as trivial and disconnected. one, 
who pri zed it, an,i wished I had alwa,.vs written 
B"S humanly, gri eved that the epilogue turned 
21 Thompson, II. 55. 
22 Ibid., II, 65. 
~, Ibid •• lIt 65. 
it into a.."l unreal a.llegory. He could not 
understand that all human love was to me 
a symbol of divine love; nay, that hU\'nB.n 
love was in my eyes a piteous failure unless 
of an image:>f the supreme Love which gave 
meaning and reality to its seeming ins~~ity.24 
patmore not only could understand this symbolism of human love, 
he even precedes Thompson in singing the praises of virginity as 
surpassing the glories of nuptial l:>ve, alth:)Ugh he praises the 
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tlwedded SpJuse, if virginal of thaught." Patmore chooses his syrnboli sm 
from the Apocalypse, recalling: 
The nuptial song, 
Song ever new to us and them, that saith, 
IIHail Virgin in Virgini ty a Spousel' 
Henrd first below 
Within the little house 
At Nazareth; 
Feard yet in many a cell where brides of Christ 
Lie cid, emparadised.25 
Thus he compares consecrated virgins to the Blessed Virgin Mary, 
as the highest praise he c~n give. He justifies his opinion by 
telliJ'1..g us that love is the most important thing in their 11 ves. 
Love makes the life to be 
A fount perpetual of virginity; 
For, 10. the Elect 
Of gener,ms Love, how named soe t er, affect 
Nothing but God, 
0r mediate or direct, 
Nothing but God, 
The HUsband ')f the Feavens. 26 
Thompson is impressed with these conceptions, bringing him, 
24 E. Meynell. 173. 
25 Patmc)re, Poems, 333. 
26 Ibid, 334. 
as they d,)., into a rn:Jre direct cont1'\ct with t1:e supernatural. He 
has accepted nuptial love, more or less as a~ allegory, ~nd he seems 
to like to keep it on an allegorical level, el1l!>hasi zing the underlying 
spiritual significance for the symbolism he uses. In his essay, 
Laganism Old and ~ he presents it thus: 
Not in marriage, is the fulfilment of Love, 
though its earthly and temporal fulfilment 
may be therein; for h~w can Love, which is 
the desire of soul for soul, attain satis-
faction in the conjunction of body with 
body? •• N~t here is the consummation of his 
yearni!1.gs, in th~t mere kn,)ckiI1.g a.t the gates 
bey,::md the pillars of o.ea.th and the corridors 
of the grave, in the union of spirit to 
spi'r1t within the containing Spirit:>f God.27 
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Thompc;on's poem "Ad Casti t8.tem" reflects the same ideas as patmore's 
and even echoes the words in alm~st the same sense when he said: 
Teach Love the wa-;r to be 
A new virginity128 
Oth~r ideas of Patm)re, really corollaries of this main idea, 
are reflected in Thompson's works. Patmore's three main points of 
emphasis were woman, love, and God. In Thomps~m he fJUTl.d a.n friend 
who was sym?athetic fr)m the very beginni~~ to his desire to write 
about God; whose idea of LO"7"e needed only to be broadened; hut wh0se 
idea of woman r..ad to be di sc)vered and de~Teloped. In hi s years of 
studying for the priesthood Th:>mps)n was not interested in women; 
in medical school, he was too busy, to') sick at times, and his interest 
was still not aroused.. His first pJems, particularly that passage in 
Sistf:!r Songs which refers to the gi r1 who helped him during hU most 
27 Th~mpson, III, 48. 
28 Ibid.. II. 61. 
desperate period on the London streets, show his attitude toward 
'Nomen at the,t period of his life. He speaks of her as a child, 
tla spring-flo,ver. 1I The kiss he received from the Meynell child 
reminded him of the other: 
Therefore I kissed in thee 
Her, child, ~~d innocenoy, 
And spring, and all things that haVe gone from me, 
And that shall never be. 29 
Later in the same poem he speaks of ceing enraptured ~f a 
"bodiless paramour lf and one tlWhose sex is in thy soul." His love 
is for a disembodied lover. he cannot envisiJn anything as concrete 
and earthly as nuptial love. He tells us: 
It was my ~ractice from the time I left 
college to pray for the 1A,dy whom I was 
destined to l~ve--the Ul~kn)wn She. It 
is curious that even then I did not dream 
of praying for her whom I was destined. to 
marr,y; and yet not curious; for I previsioned 
that with me it would be to love" not to be 
loved. 30 
Thompson was to find lithe unknown She" thr~ugh Patmore, who 
opened his vision to the exalted state of women in the after life 
and the important role they play in this life. according to the 
Christian concept of womanhood. patmnre wrote tlWoman is the sum 
and complex of all nature, and is the visible glor,y of God. tl31 Fe 
adds another crowning c0mp1iment t,) woman Wh0 is for him the mirror 
:)f God: IIIf woman is lovely, then asks Patmore: what loveliness 
29 Ibid •• 37. 
30 E. Meynell., 58. 
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31 C. patmore, Mystical Poems of Uuptial Love, Bruce Humphries, Boston, 1938 
229. 
J]lust be in her Creator. She reflects God for He has fashioned her."32 
Thompson sees woman as reflecting the glories of God as the moon 
reflects the sun. 
There was never m'Jon 
Se,ve the w:hite sufferi!',g woman. 33 
In his prose he comments: "The heart of woman is the citadel, 
the ul timus r~fugiumjf true religiosity. ,,34 
And in 1I0rient Ode'': 
By her, the Woman, d,es Earth live, 0 Lord, 
Yet she for Earth and both in Thee. 35 
Thompson expresses the exalted st~te of woman in this passage: 
The woman I behold, whose vi si:m seek 
All eyes and know not; t'ward whom climb 
The stel?s 0' the world, a.nd beats all wing of $,yme.36 
The ideal woman for patm)re, as well as for T~ompsont was the 
:81 essed Virgin, whom he regp,rds as a type of God's love for man. 
"Every pure soul is pure woman to God •••• Hence the ready h,mor and 
love,f all m~.nklnd for the Elessec"t Virgin who alone represents the 
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true attitude "f the human soul. II 37 The C~ild~~ purchase is Patm ore's 
:r.;r;:nnA -::raise to the Elessed Mother. MarJ Was for hi::n the COnSllT!1mpti:m 
a"'."'. nerfec1rbn of his ideals ')f virginity and nuptial love and unLm 
32 l3rqbrool;cej 105.;. 
33 Thompson, II. 4. 
34 E. j.reynell" 170. 
35 Thompson, It, 25. 
36 Ibid., 43. 
37 Patmore~ M;Tstical Poems, 299. 
wi t.h. God. 
My Ladyt ;rea" the Lady of my Lord, 
Who didst tt~ first descry 
The burning se~ret :)f virginity •••• 
And, now, ~ueen-Wi~e, 
SittTst at the right hand of the Lord of Life, 
Who. of all bounty. craves for only fee 
The glory of hearing it besoueo:ht With smiles by 
Thompson refers to her in tiThe Aft e1.' Womar~t" Jf ",r.ich poen 
Thee1 38 
Father C::mnolly says: "Tho!!lTlson c:)ntrasts the par,p.n and Christian 
ideal s .)f wOlT'..anh!.")'JQ, S'howing that the loveliest traits of Christj an 
w::>:nanhOJd are but a reflecti:)ll of M:t.,.y. n39 In "Assumpta Marial! 
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ThJmpson puts into PJetry this same thJught, th.'),t a:!.l Vionen are c:n:t.'),ired 
1~ltitudinous ascend It 
Dreadful as t;I, battl e arr~:wed; 
],,')r I bear yc:m whi ther t end I; 
Ye are I: be undismayed. 40 
Another natural conll "'!"'J of this great symbolism of nuptial 
bve led patmJre and through him Thomps)n to respect a!,~ reverence 
f~r the human 'body. Father Connolly says: 
To PatmJre the body was literally the temule 
of the H'Jly Ghost, and it was more. It was 
such a bod.,v as had been nade the speCial 
4welling-pla.ce of God, when the Second Person 
of the Blessed Trinity became Man. Hence, 
for patmore, the b0dy ieri ":Ted i t.s ultimate 
significance frJm tne Incarnati ')n in which 
a human body go.'I7'2 f0rm, 3.8 it were t:) God 
Himself and was thus sanctified bey,,:m:'t +::-c 
powers jf co.prehensL:m. 41 
38 Patmore, Poems, 358. 
~9 T. L. cormol1?, S.J., Poems of Francis Thomnson, D. APpleton-Century, 
New York, 1941, 487. 
40 ThJmpson, I I. 52. 
41 Patmore stical poems 237. 
ThJmpson, likewise, found in the human body a SOllrce of 
praise to God. PatmJre had discovered that in the Bible oJle. 
in "che li tnrgy of the church are nUJ'1erous references to the bJliness 
"f the body; in ~")articular, the imAge of the body as the uRonse )f 
God ll as found in the psalmist: "I have loved, 0 Lord, the beauty 
of trq hJuse; and the placG wbere thy glory dwelleth.1I42 Patmore 
tbJ1Jght that when he became a Catholic he w·Juld have t'J renounce 
many of his ideas a.s c':mtained in his p')etry; but, on the contrary, 
he fJllnd that the Catholic Church "alone of all Churches teaches 
the Incarnati~n as a present reality, attaches the first importance 
tJ the preservG.ticm of the body, as actually the 'House of Godl. ,,43 
Thompson 'lS ed the sa.me symboli sm in his "Domus Tua tl : 
A perfect woman - 'thine be laudI 
Her body is a Temple of God. 
At Doom-ba:r. dare I make avows: 
I have loved the beauty of Thy hous e. 44 
Patmore uses the figure again ir- his ode "To the ::Body": 
I,ittle, sequester'd pleasure-house. 
For God and for Ris spouseS 45 
TJ carry this symbol of nuptial love to its logical consummation, 
Patmore reali zed it requi ren. perfect surrender of the soul to the 
Divine Lover. This surrender, Jr complete submissi::m, is a sacrifice 
42 Connolly, Poems Jf Thompson. 348. 
43 Ibid., 348. 
44 Thompson, It lOO~ 
45 Patm~r8, poems, 327. 
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a.nd often involves pain; but the souPs gaze is fixed :jn the highf'>r 
good that will result, and conseqnently, it s1.lbmits generously and 
joyfully. It is only by using G)d's creatures according to the laws 
which God has laid down that man is able +'0 enjoy them to the fullest. 
Patmore's insistence on the spperiority of law over license, is 
reflected in Thompson. 
In his doctrine of nuptial love Patmore exhorts control of natural 
sense an~_ desire, and submission to God's control, so that man ma.y 
know true happi~ess and joy. 
In the "Wedding Sermon" Patm!')re writes: 
Love's inmost nuptial sweetness see 
In the doctrine of virginityl 
Could. lovers, at their dear ',deb, blend, 
'Twouli kill the bliss which they intend; 
For joy is love's obedience 
Against the law of natural sense. 46 
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Th::mpson makes this the theme of tr.e "EPilogue" of The Narrow Vessel. 
out of Love's arms to make fond chain, 
And, beca11se struggle brinf.;eth pain, 
Hate Love f:;,r LO"Te' s sweet constraint, 
Is the way of Souls thF't faint. 
such a soul for saddest end, 
Finds Love the foe in Love the friend; 
And--oh, grief incrediblel~ 
Treads the way of heaven to hell. 47 
Thompson again expresses the same idea in his poem fI~ saint.1! 
He reveals through a series of paradoxes thc.t man I s na.tural instincts 
46 Ibid., 254. 
47 Thompson, II, 89. 
r.----------, 
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and desires a1'e not always those which lead to his uniJU ''lith God .• 
Compos t 'Jf Heaven and mt ret 
Slow foot anc. swift desireS 
Lo, 
To have Yes, choose No; 
Gird, and th'JU shalt unbind; 
Seek n "t, 8.1'10. thou shalt find.; 
To eat, 
Deny thy meat; 
And th:m shalt be fulfilled 
With all sweet things unwilled; 
So best 
God loves to jest. 48 
In "From the Night of Forebeing" Thomps0n e.gain praises the man 
wh·) is able t:) take a Ii ttle pai!l because his visicm is focused 
on a greater good. t'r..at will eventually result. 
Fi rl'1 is the man ••• 
• . . who l:)oks past 
To slow much sweet from little instant s)ur, 
And in the first d.oes a1wavrs see the last. 49 
The ,:)nly satisfactJry basis for such an exalted, self-sacrificing 
attitude of liie,is, of course, God.. other :notives soon pale and. 
wealren, even nuptiEl.l love is not powerful enJugh unlec;s it is based 
on God. Patmore ~rote: 
God is the only reality, ~nd we are real 
only so far as we are in his order and. He 
is in us •••• AIl evils are phantoms, even 
physical pain, which a perfectly courageous 
heart converts by simply cl)nfronting it, i"1t,j 
:Dresent and seBsible joy of purgation and 
victory.50 
48 Ibid., 49-50. 
49 "f5Td., II, 44. 
50 P'atiiiore t Mystical poems, 281. 
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patmore speaks of a courageous heart and yet he kn~ws that 
human nature shrinks from pain, even while feeling shame at shrinking. 
In his poem addressed to IIPain," he expresses this beautifully: 
How shameful, too 
I s this; 
That~ when thou lov'st, I am at first afraid 
Of thy fierce kiss, 
Like a young maid; 
And only trust thy charms 
And get my courage in thy throbbing arms. 51 
Thompson uses the identical image ancl_ sings of the same sentiment 
in "BY Reason of Thy Law." 
That he who kens to meet Pain's kisses fierce 
Which kiss against his tears, 
Dread, loss, not love frustrate 
Nor all iniquity of the froward years 
Shall his inured wing make idly bate. 52 
This idea of pain seemed to fascinate the two poets; and they 
personified Pain as the Godd.ess and Angel of their li ves. patmore 
addresses her as: 
Angel, whom even they that will pursue 
Pleasure with hell's whole gust 
Find that they must 
Perversely woo. 53 
Thompson caught the same idea of the inevitability of pain and 
addresses her: 
I witness call the austere goddess, Pain 
Whose mirrored image trembles where it lies 
In my confronting eyes. 54 
51 patmJre, Poems, 352. 
52 Thompson, II, 15. 
53 Patmore, Poems, 351. 
54 Thompson, lIt 121. 
Pain is somethi~~ that resulted from Original Sin ann as such 
cannTt be aVJided by e.ny hurnE.n being. Patm)re calls pain the "medicine 
of sinn and further shows that as such it brings joy to man because 
by its action man is again made pleasing to God. 
And ~v r,used spirit is 
Another fire of bliss, 
Wherein I 1 earn 
Feelingly how the pangful, purging fire 
Shall furiously burn 
With joy~ not only of assured desire, 
But also present joy 
Of seeing the life'S corruption, stain by stain, 
Vanish in the clear heat of Love irate ••• 
Leaving the man, so dark erewhile, 
The mirror merely of G:>d.' s smile.55 
Thompson fOllows this same trend of thought, through to the same 
conclusion in his prose: 
Pain~ which came to man as a penalty, 
remains with him as a consecration; his 
ignominy., by a di vine ing enuity, he is 
enabled to Itlf,.ke his exaltation •••• Pain 
is. pain is inevadible. pain may be 
made the instrument of joy. It is the 
angel with the fiery sword guarding the 
gates of the lost Eden. The flaming 
sword which prickec. man from Parad.ise 
must wave him back. 56 
Thus instead of beir,g avoided, pain should be d,esired as: 
o great key-bearer and Keeper 
Of the treasures of GodJ5? 
~ompson desired it; he was on intimate terms with his Lady pain. 
55 patmore, poems, 351. 
56 E. Meynell, 230. 
5? Thompson, II, 123. 
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Of thy beauty undesired am I desirous, 
for knowledge is with thee, Rnd dominion, 
and piercing, and healing; thou wo'mdest with 
a thorn of light; th:)U settest portress b~r 
the gates of hearts; and a sceptred quiet 
rests regal in thine eyes r sepulchral 
solitudes, in th~ tenebrous c..esolati·,ns 
of thine eyes.58 
Thomps':m uses another iml"ge found in patmore's "Legem Tuam 
nilexi. 1I It is probablEt that patmore's symbol of the leaf and. flower 
restraining the rebellious power of nature, initiated a similar 
train of thought in Thompson. 
patmore wrote: 
The furious power 
To soft growth twice constrained in leaf and flower, 
Protests, and longs to flash its faint self far 
Beyond the dimmest star. 59 
Thompson's version retains the image of the leaf and flower 
in a modified form that may be wholly original in conception, rnlt the 
simil~rity is striking. 
Unshakable from the bright Phoebean awe. 
In leaf, flower, mold, ~nd tree 
Resolved into individual liberty.60 
Man 13.190 rebels against law, thinking to find his happiness 
in license and independence. But God did not create man as an 
independent, self-suffiCient being; he is dependent upon nature 
for his sustenance; he is dependent upon his fellow hUMan beings 
in 8 thousp.nd ways, socio.l as well as economic; but most 'of all, 
58 Thompson, III, 114. 
5S Patm',re, Poems, 324. 
60 Thompson, II, 36. 
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r;',an is dependent 'J.pon the Di vine Pr<jvidence Jf God. 'IIo{1:lJ creat ed him. 
This dependence~.oes n:Jt mean thu.t man cannJt enjoy true freed:)r:1 in 
the exercise of his free will. universal obedience to the laws of God 
~a~es everyone free to enjoy the good things God created without the 
g'lspicion. feAr, or distrnst that ts aroused by 1Ulbridled license. 
Patmore words it thus! 
And the just man doe~ on himself affirm, 
God t s limits, and is conscious ·Jf delight, 
Freedom and right. 61 
Thompson voices the thought in several pass~ges from his ]Jetry. 
Hardest servitude has he 
That's jailed in arrogAnt liberty; 
And freedom, spacL)Us and unflawed, 
WhJ is walled abJut with God. 62 
In ''From the Night of Forebeingtl the same idea ·)f freedom through 
submission is found. 
And sweetly to the great compulsiJn draW 
Of Godls alone true-mrulUmitting law, 
And Freedom, only which the wi'e intend, 
To work thine innate end.63 
In several passages Thompson makes use of the same image thclt 
Patmore has used. This, of course. d'J9s not necessarily indicate 
that they were written in imitation of patmore, but at least it shows 
a decided similarity of thought. Patmore uses snJW as a figure -of 
61 Patmore, poem~, 325. 
62 Thompson, -Tr:-136. 
63 ~bi_~., II, 36. 
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virginity in this pass~e: 
There IS light 
The day still lingering in the lap of snow. 64 
Thornps In uses the same figure in his poem to Alk e Meynell, 
"TO a poet Breaking Silence." 
And ~apyho lay her burning brows 
In white Cecilia1s lap of snows. 65 
One of the most beautiful thoughts in PatmJrels poems is exnressed 
in hi s poignant poem, "Tired Memory," as sp}ken by his first wife 
on her death-bed: 
Thou canst not be 
Faithful to God and faithless unto mel 66 
ThoIDnson I S echo .J! this is f·ound in tlA Hol,jcaust": 
For still 'tis true:--because I am so true, 
1tv Fair, to Heaven, I am so true to you ,67 
These two poets are not completely out of touch with the times 
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in which they live. They heartily disagreed with many of the contemporary 
ideas and customs. One such prevailing idea was the adulation of Science. 
Patmore said: 
Science with}ut the idea of God, as the 
beginning and end)f knowledge, is as the 
empty and wi thered sl'Jugh )f the snake, and 
the man, hJwever 'wi s e and 1 earned t and 'well 
conducted' vtlo has freed himself in thought 
frJm the happy b0ndage of that idea, is among 
the most sordid of slaves ••• 68 
64 Patmore, Poems, 333. 
65 'l'h:>mpson, -:r:-sO. 
66 Patmore, Poems, 290. 
67 ThompsJn'---ir:--95. 
68 Patmore, MYstical Roems, 307. 
In his poem, "Lt Allegro" he speaks of Soienoe: 
SOienoe, beyond all other lust 
En~)wed with appetite for dust, 
We glanoe at where it grunts, well-styfd, 
And pass upon the other side. 59 
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Thompson in "An Anthem of Earth" expresses his opinion .::>f scienoe: 
SOience, old noser in its prideful straw, 
That with anatomising scalpel tents 
Its three-inch of thy skin, and brags tAllts bare t--70 
In his poem, "Orient Ode, II '1Ihompson uses the symbol of science: 
"A bright sciential idolatry." 71 In the original manuscript Thompson 
ma.de this not e on the line: 
For once I have used a symbol whioh--unlike 
true symbolism--will not turn every w8'3'. 
The parallel is incomplete, for the mo)n 
is dead-tthe corpse in Night1s highway' 
as Mr.- -patmore sa,ys. Otherwise the parallel 
is accurate, Y:JUr science may grasp at it. 
Yet even science has lately discovered (which 
poets never needed scientist to tell them) 
that the moon does not simply reflect the sun's 
rays, but absJrbs and emits them again. When 
science has drawn the corollary that they must 
needs be charged with the moon's own emanations, 
she will be on the w~y towards knowing a little 
of the heavens as the poet knows them.72 
The poets do not disapprove of real scienoe, but only of false 
scienoe. At best, Patmore c,Juld only see science from the point of 
view of poet, although as a young boy he had been very interested 
in it. He sa;Vs: liThe greatest and perhaps the only real use of 
69 Patmore, poems, 370. 
70 Thompsont~ll3. 
71 Ibid, II, 25. 
72 Connolly , :poems .2.:t:. Francis Th)mps'on, 457-8. 
natural science is to supply similies and parables for poets and 4 
theologians. ,,73 
It is perhaps in their symbolism and in their deep interest in 
the meaning of symbols that patm')re's influence is most evident in 
Thompson's work. Patm·:>re said: "5.vmbols and 'Jarables and metaphors--
which are parables on a small scal$--are the only means of adequately 
conveying, or rather hinting, super-sensual knowledge. n74 
We are fortunate in having a portion of the cor~espondence 
between patmore and Th)mps,on on the subject of symbolism. Thompson 
discovered upon the publication of Rel1Eii£. poetae that Patmore was 
IIdeeply perceptive of the scriptures' symbolic meanings, scouted 
by moderns; and his instant intuitional use of the symbolic imagery 
gives his own work the quality of s11bstantial poetry.n75 Thompson 
had already turned to the scriptures for his symbolism and was 
delighted to find timt the older poet had likewise found in the 
inspired im~es material for his poetic genius. 
Thompson again forestall s a.ny rash ,judging of hi s works as 
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depending completely on patmure for ideas and image~. He was the first 
to recognize the similarities of their poetry and he ha.stened to 
enlighten Patmore .by sending him a copy 'of tlAn orient Ode": 
••• n,ot for its literary merit, but because, 
wi thmt such a disclaimer, I fear y)U 
73 c. patmore, !:!inciple .!~ .~r:t., G. Bell and Sons, T.ondon, 1889, 74. 
74 Ib id., 22. 
75 ~. Meynell, 143. 
would think I had, been the first to 
find y"ur book 'd----d good to steal 
from.' As a matter of fact, it was 
written so~n after Easter, and was 
sug,;ested by passages in the 11 turgies 
of Holy Satur~.76 
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He goes on in the same letter to ~atmore to elucidate once more the 
extent and the value of patmore's influence, as being encouragement 
to Thompson to yield to his deep mystical leanings and write the 
poetry t) which they impelled him: 
••. with superflums cauti~n--I intended 
much of it to be sealed; bllt YJur 
bo)k has mainly br:>ken the seals I 
had put on it. There is qUite enough 
in it of ycmrs, with)ut the additional 
presumption that I had hastened to make 
immediate use:>f y:::>ur last book. As 
far as others are concerned, it must 
rest under that imputation to which 
the frequent coincidence in the selecti,:m 
of symbolism--as an example, the basing 
of the whole passage o1i the symbolic 
meaning of the West~very naturally leads. 
To yourself suc~coincidence is explicable, 
it will not be to 'outsiders.,77 
This letter initiated a cor'-espmdence o'n the subject of symbolism 
that is immensely enlightening in reading Thompson's poems. Pa.tmore 
evidently criticized Thompson's use of the symbolism of the ~es~, for 
he wrote to ~atmore: 
76 Ibid., 143. 
77t~,~d., 144. 
with regard to the::>ther poem, I want 
to allude particularly to your invalu.able 
correction of mp misuse of the Western 
symbolism. on re-examinati)n, the whole 
passage discloses a confusi,on of thought 
naturally causing a confusing of symbolism. 78 
Patmore continues the subject in the next letter, eager to share 
the treasure he had unearthed in the symbolism )f the Bible. 
I wish I could see and talk to yJU on 
the sub,ject of the symbolism you speak 
of. The Bible and all the theologies 
are full of it, but it is too deep and 
significant to get itself uttered in 
writing. The psalms especially are 
full of it ••• 'Water,' for example, is 
constantly used for the sensible nature 
in its extreme purity, as in the Blessed 
Virgin. 79 -
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Thompson had used this very symbol in his "Orient Ode" when speaking 
of the Blessed Virgin: 
The moon, 0 leave, pale ruined ~ve; 
Behold her fair and greater daughter 
Offers to thee her fruitful water.BO 
In "Assumpta Maria" Toompson again uses the symbol of water 
I am the four River's Fountain. 
Watering Paradise of old; 
Cloud down-raining the Just one am, 81 
Again the symbol appears in Thompson's Ad casti tatem, his highest 
""-
praise of purity. 
78 Ibid., 144. 
79 'Ibid •• 145. 
80 Thompson, II. 21. 
81 Ibid., 53. 
Through thee, Virginity, endure 
The stars, most integral and pure, 
And ever contemplete 
Themsel ves invi,~lat e 
In wat ers ••• 82 
patmore concluded his letter to Tro mpson: 
I hope, some day, to see and have speech 
with you on this and oth':'lr matters. Meantime 
I will only hint that the North represents 
the simple Dl vine virility, the south the 
Divine womanhood, the East their synthesis 
in the Holy Spirit, and the west the pure 
natural womanhood 'full of grace.' I could 
gi ve you n') end of proofs, but it would 
take me months to collect them, from all 
I haye read and forgotten. 83 
Thompson's reply indicates in the beginning that he is not satis-
fied with patmore's answer t:J his question regarding the symb'~lic 
questi)n. However, as the letter progresses, Thompson reiterates 
his indebtedness to Patmore f)r reassurance and interpretation 
in his s~nbolism. 
you rather ,)verlo,)k the purport of my 
inquiry in regp,rd tJ the symbolic questi::m. 
I wanted to know if there had been any 
actual :nrogressi ve development am':>Ilg the 
nati )ns with regard t,) the quarters in 
which they worshipped--as an histJric 
fact, apart frJm symb:Jl1c meaning. :sut 
this is such a minor matter, and the 
c'oncluding hint 10f your lette>:' cdmtains 
so much of value to me, that I am n)t 
sorry you misapprehended me. Of course 
82 Ibid., II, 60. 
83 E. Meynell, 145. 
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I am quite aware that it is impossible 
to answer openly--indeed impossible to 
ask Jpenly--deeper matters in a letter. 
But that is not requisite in mw case. 
I t is enough thrt my gaze sh'Juld be set 
in the necessary direction; the rest 
may be safely left to the nractised 
fixity ·)f my looking. Indicative 
longings such as you employed in y)ur 
letter, you may safely trust me t::> 
und.erstanCl.. With rsga.rd t::> what you 
s8¥ ab·:)ut the symb,)lism of the North,. 
I had substantially discerned it for 
myself. Indeed it formed pa.rt of a 
little essay allteady written. It will 
be none the worse for the corrobora.tion 
of y~r remarks; there is always some-
thing in your way of stating even mat 
is already to me a res visa, which adds 
sight to my seeing.mr .--
U9groz in attem1jting to minimize patmore's influence on Th)mpson 
says: 
It seems that Thompson owes IIIIlch more 
to his other acknowledged source, the 
liturgies, than to Patmore's poetry. 
But even he is forced to add: 
••• th:)ugh, as we shall see, he owed a debt 
to ~atmorets mind. 85 
While Thompson may have used. the specific images F_nd symb,:)l s from 
the liturgies, he did so in the liht)f Patmore's interpretation 
of these symbols. ~atmore was alw~s ready to encourage and explain 
whenever Thompson felt the need of his judgment. 
84 Ibid •• 146. 
85 Megro z, 97. 
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We see ThJmpson's appreciatiJn of Patmore's use of symbols in 
an article, tf'Patmore's Philosophy," written in 1900. Thompson says! 
The whole of his teaching, both in prose 
and in poetr,r, was based on the principle 
that 'the things which are unseen are 
known by the things which are seen,! or, 
in his favorite quotation of Goethe, 'God 
reveals himself in ultimates. t The universe, 
no less than man, is made after the image 
of God. BUt, since things equal to the 
same thing are equal to one another, it 
follows that Nature is thro1~hout analo-
gous with man, as both are with God. 
On this, the system of the Neo-Platonists, 
Mr. patmore proceeds, in verse and prose, 
perpetually discerning in Nature the re-
velation Jf man, in man of Nature, of God 
in both. For his first principle he relies 
on intuition, whiCh, like all true poets and 
Platonists, he holds to be a higher reason. 86 
Thompson, in order to give such a lucid exposition of patmore's 
principles, must himself have thoroughly comprehended them and, above 
all, been sympathetically inclined towards them. He remarks in 
his review that all could not 'understand the beauty contained in 
the pages of Patmore's book. But Thompson underst·:)od and could 
say tha.t for him 'Patmore was nfull of profound suggestion. II87 
That Thompson did go to him both in perplexity and in the enthusiasm 
of his discoveries is proof enough of his confidence in the more 
mature mind of his friend. 
86 Thompson, griticisms, 212. 
87 r~ic!., 211. 
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We turn to Tm mpson for the final word of acknowl edgement. for" 
he better than any other can express the exact nature of the influence 
he sustained. In a letter he wrote to Patmore. he said: 
88 Rindt 246. 
You ar'" the only man with whom I can 
talk at all. With all others it is 
a matte~ of pl~ing an intermittent 
chord or SOt as an accompaniment to 
their talk •••• yours is the conversation 
of a man who has trodden before me 
the way which for years I trod alone. 
and often desperate. seeip~ no guiding 
parallel among modern poets to my aims 
and experience.88 
79 
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CHAPTER III 
PATMORE'S INFLUENCE ON THOMPSON'S POETIC TECENI"UE 
"I feel a personal and sort of proprietary interest in the 
metrical qualities ·,f much of Mr. Thompson's 'Terse. lIl 
This quotation from Patmore's review of Thompson's R~~m~, 
which had been published in 1893, gives us Patmore's reacti:m to the 
meter of Thompson's poetry befJre the two poets had met and formed 
an intimate friendship which led them to look for si milarities in 
their works. Patmore had always been acutely aware of meter and 
the technicalities of poetry, for he felt that "in art, the style 
in which a thing is said is of more importance than the thing said 
or done.1I2 Patmore bad personal, and to him bitter, experience of 
the truth of this in the c:titicism of '1'.h:~ ~~el in ~he House. He 
had chosen to write this poem in rhymed octosyllabic quatrain because 
he felt tbat it was "a gay and jocund measure, eminently adapted to 
a story of successful love and happy marriage. 1I3 He was aware that 
this simple meter might be ridiculed, but he was never one to abandon 
his ideas through human respect. Nonetheless, in hi slat er years, 
in spite of its tremendous populAr appeal, he could not help c~ 
plaining of the lack of appreciation accorded his first work by 
I C. Patmore, IIMr. Francis Thompson, A New Poet," Fortnightly J1~viewt 
,Tanuary, 1894, 21. 
2 Symons, 355. 
3 Champneys, I, 161. 
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serious critics. 
~he Athenaeum (nec. 1890) still IOJks 
upon the poetry of The Angel in the 
House and The victoriesec-of iove as 
fgarnuousT"and 'prattling.IThat 
comes of my 'vehicle,' a modest and 
unpretentious metre. Were Bismarck 
to take Mr. --- or Mr. --- for a 
drive in a tax-cart, they WJuld never 
guess, if they werel not told, that the 
'Prince was anything better than a grocer. 
ThJugh I travel the same ground and at 
the same level, I have immensely gained 
in reputati'Jn wi th th~se ninnies by 
mounting a 'mail-phaeton.' T have 
even had some th:mghts of rewriting 
The Angel for them, in the met re of 
Th-e TJrlknown Eros. 4 
Thus Patmore himself gives per~ps the best testimony to the 
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significance of his statement concerning the importance )f style. His 
interest in discovering a perfect meter led to his experimenting 
with various meters early in his career. In his reviewJf Thompson's 
peems he wrote: 
Between the years 1867 and 1877 I was 
mainly engaged in endeavouring to draw 
attention to the capacities Jf the 
iambic tetrameter with unlimited cat-
alexis, which is commonly called the 
'irregular' ode, th:mgh it is really 
as 'regular' as any other English 
metre, and even much m'Jre so, i~ its 
subtle laws are truly considered and 
obeyed. 5 
4 Ib 1d • , I, 161. 
5 pafIi>re, "'Francis Thompson," 21. 
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~atmore's interest in the ode form was first aroused by reading4 
fordsworth's great ode, "on Intimations of Immortality.- He felt that it 
was the ideal f01"ll for the poetry he wanted to write. but he found that 
it had not been used successfully in Inglish poetr,y. "Good examples of 
the irregular ode are so scarce, -Wordsworth' sbeing the only generally 
satisfactory one in the language, that we cannot venture to pronounce 
with ~ confidence upon the law of this measure.-6 
!he origin of the Inglish odes goes beyond Wordsworth, through Milton 
and Spenser in JDglish, to the Italian canzori.1. patmore's odes, in 
one reTiew or another, have been compared by critics to each of the 
poets mentil)ned above and even to l)an.te, from whom the form inherited 
some of its characteristics. 
Patmore, as we have alre~ seen, chose as meter for his first 
poems the rh1med eight-syllable quatrain. !he opening lines of 
The .Angel !!! the !!2:!!!! give us an idea of his use of this meter, as 
well as an expression of the purpose of the poem. 
LO, Love's obeY'd by all. '!is right 
That all should know what they obey, 
Lest erring conscience damp delight. 
And folly laugh our joys away. 
thou primal Love. who grantest wings 
And voices to the woodland birds, 
Gran t me the power of saying things 
Too simple and too sweet for words. 7 
6 F. Page. Patmore. A §tudy .!A Poetn. oxford university press. London, 
1933, 148-9. 
7 Patmore, Poems, 6. 
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In 1860, he changed from the quatrain to couplets but retained .. 
the iambic meter and e1ght-8Y'11able line. ],rOIl I,he Wedding Sermon" 
these lines are representative: 
In Godhead rise, thither flow back 
All loves, which, as thq keep or lack, 
In their return, the cour.e assigned.. 
Are virtue or sin. Love's ever;y kind, 
LoftY' or low, of spirit or sen.e, 
Desire is, or benevolence. 8 
!he new meter which resulted from Patmore's experimentation 
was first used in the Odes of 1868, which Patmore had printed 
pri vat elY' and which were later incorporated into The !1!known lros. 
Patmore was ju'bi1ant abJut his dilcover;y: "I have hit upon .!!! 
finest metre that ever was invented."9 Patmore did not mean that 
he invented the meter, but that he had "hit upon' its proper use. 
He had recognized this use in Wordsworth and Milton, but in general 
ha falt that the poets who used it 'covered it with ridicule.' His 
particular discover;y in the form and the principle upon which he places 
the most emphasis is the free use of the pause, or, as he ealls it. 
the "eatalexil.' His criticism of the earlier users of the form 
is based on their misuse of the panse. 
IVCfl1 when their 'motif l has been 
sui tabl e and thei r language has 
possessed something of the puritY' 
and sweet austeritY' which this form 
of verse requires, the full meaning 
8 Patmora, Poems, 252. 
9 Champnqs. I, 252. 
of its great range of pause--from that 
ot the long-drawn s1gh of two sT11ables 
to the passionate eataract of sixteen, 
in which pause al together disappears--
has not been understood b7 them, and in 
their 'irregular' ode., the pause has 
been almost alw •• more or les. accidental 
and motiyeless, and has given its senti-
ment \. the poet17 instead of being the 
outcome of the sentiment.10 
It is in the use of the pauses, in the recQgnition of the value 
of time in poetr.Y. that Patmore's contribution to a new meter lie •• 
He is instrwnental in directing verse-music to the ear and Teering 
off from addressing the appeal of poetr,y to the eTe. !he inevitable 
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outcome of this if rhTme is not maintained is free Terse, whiCh Patmore, 
however, did not write. He still used the iambic meter, but with a new 
freedom that is reflected in hi. subject-matter. Arthur SYmons s~s of it: 
IINeTer was a deTelopment in metre .0 spiritually significant •• 11 John 
Freeman, also, noted the suitabilitT of the meter '0 patmore'. in-
spiration. 'The irr~ar ode i8 a perfect medium for patmore's 
oracular mood. It was not his inTention, but he used it uniquelT. 
and it is the best exaDple of his theoTT of verse as a .equence 
of inflexions of the noraal.12 
'0 understand Patmore's emphasil on the pause, it is neceslaTT 
to know how he used iambic Terse, which t. the principal. meter that 
he used. Patmore, instead of counting it as a foot of two sTllables, 
10 patmore, 'Francis !hompson.' 21. 
11 SYmons, 371. 
12 J. Freeman. 'CoventrT patmore," Sparterlz ReTiew, JUlT. 1923, ll~. 
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considered it as a "dipode, II with a major and a minor accent. The .. 
ten--.yllable line then m~ become not a pentameter, but a trimeter with a 
pause equal to two feet filling out the measure. !hus, it is 
rea41l7 seen that: 
Patmore belieTed that all Inglish Terse 
depended lalWel)" upon the pause, which 
was a positiTe and not a negatiTe condition 
of its beaut)"; and he urged that no line 
could be measured metricall)" unless the 
pauses were noted no less carefull)" than 
the beats, and considered in relation to 
the unaccented s),,11ab1es. 13 
!lhis meter has a musical quality which results primarll)" from 
an _phas1s on rby'thll ad tl... Patmore's use of time is unique 
in that he beats out a certain time to fill out the pauses in his 
met ere Of t 1me Patmore said: 
JaCh line, h6weTer man)" s)"11ab1es it 
ma)" contain, ought to occuPY' the same 
tille in reading, &cco rding to the 
analogy of bars in music. This Tiew 
is supported b)" the best parts of the 
odes of wordsworth and Mil ton, which 
ma,- and ought to be read, each line to 
~he same time; and also by the necessit)" 
which has inTariabl)" been felt, for 
printing the lines in such a Jll8Dner, 
that the reader shall know, beforehand. 
the requisite period to be occupied in 
the deli TerT of the line, and in the 
pause b7 which It is to be preceded and 
concluded. 14 
13 O. BUrdett, The ~ of QOTent;r f!~, oxford university press, 
London, 1921, 117-8. 
14 Page, 148-9. 
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Thus his verse can be described as moving "in long undulating st~ins.' 
patmore is carried along by his theme and his words pour forth in 
unceasing rh1'thmic beauty. 
The clouds of SWIDler k:i ss in flame and rain, 
Alld are not found again; 
BUt the heavens themselves eternal are with fire 
Of unapproaChed desire, 
:By the aching heart of Love, which cannot rest, 
In blls.fUllest pathos so indeed possesstd~15 
Patmore gets this effect by his caref'ul timing, and the sensitivity 
of the response of the time to the subject. 
In its highest order, the lyric or 'ode,' 
he s~s, is a tet~eter, the line having 
the time of eight iambics. When it descends 
to narrative or the expressi~n of a less 
exal ted strain of thought, it becomes a 
dimeter, with the time of four. 16 
HiS critics are aware of the beauty and variet,y of this meter 
whiCh patmore himself called "that splendid and delicate torrent of 
music.' One of the fi rst reviews of The Unknown Eros Said: "Every 
- -
syllable has been duly pOised, and there is a sweet retarding movement 
in the lines which invites the reader to set down in his consciousness 
the weight of syllables to the least and lightest. ll? 
One of the best odes for showing Patmore's teChnique and, in 
particular, 1*s musical qualities and the use of the catalexis is 
"To the Body.' The opening lines are: 
15 Patmore, Poems. 331. 
16 M. r .• an, Studies ~~iterature, B. Herder, st. LOuiB, MO., 1899, 102-
1? Page, 159. 
oreation's and oreator's crowning good; 
Wall of infini tude; 
loundation of the sq, 
In heaven forecast 
And long'd for from eternity, 
!hough laid the last.18 
The effect 1s so overpowering that M. l. Egan can only describe 
these lines by saying of the first line: "It is like the :f'u.l.l tide 
of the first movement of a symphony; it gives the time and scope 
of the piece." He goes on to describe the lines that follow: 
"This is dignified; this is solemn; it is pitChed in the highest 
plane of aspiration; it will bear any analysis based on Mr. Patmore's 
theory of catalexis. 119 
!he musical quality of Patmore's poetry is determined by the 
eJlotion which the subject arouses. It is extremely elastic and capable 
of any number of subtle modulations. The poet JIIlst have sOllething 
to say; and if he is impelled by an inner impulse to say it, the 
words will be shaped by the intensity of the emotion. Patmore has 
much to say on this subject: 
This metre affor4a incomparable facilities 
for the expression of a strong feeling, 
but it is not only difficult, but iapossible 
to write worthily in it without such feeling. 
The metre aust be called the creation of 
passionate inspiration.20 
18 patmore, poems. 327. 
19 Man, 104. 
20 patmore, "Francis !hompson, I 21. 
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In referring again to the lack of success that earlier poets 
met with in using ~. meter, patmore finds that they do not have 
this passionate inspiration that creat .. the lofty .nsic of the 
odes. 
.A.nother cause of failure has been 
the lack of the strong though severe 
initiative of passion the wind of 
which is sufficient to raise in this 
.etre the appropriate bellows of 
harIlorq, each growing out of the other 
with manifest inevitableness, from the be-
ginning to the end. 21 
!his new meter was more obedient to Patmore's poetic impulse 
than his former because he was not restricted by length of line or 
r~e scheme but could pour forth his song with abandon in this 
•• ter of extraordinary freedom. This does not mean that Patmore 
was an advocate r:l a lawless "fre. verse." He accepted the con-
ventional characteristics of poetry, r~e and the caesura, but he 
used them spon~eously, making feeling and accent the rules for 
their use. He realized the dangers of such freedom and warned that 
it is to be used only by those who have first t~ined themselves 
to follow the more formal rules of poetry. 
21 Ibid., 21. 
Owing, again, to the peculiarly and essen-
tially fiuent character of this metre, 
it can hardly be used with full success 
by ~ poet who has not acquired, by 
long practice in simpler rqthms, that 
sense of metre which is rare even in 
very good poets, and that technical per-
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fection of language b)" which alone 
he can a~d those defects, extra-
vagances, or shortcomings of expres-
sion, eTerY one of which is a disas-
trous check: to the all-important and 
self-explanato17 flow of the great 
and delicate rhrthm.22 
Patmore disciplined himself by wri ting in one of the simplest 
meters. Burdett thinks that he did so because at first his ear was 
faultY' and he hoped that by achienng maste17 OTer a simple Terse-
f·:>rBl he might be able to go on to more exalted foms, ot' to inTent 
his own. When he did use a new meter he was able to master it and 
produce pure Terse IlUsic. Alice )ley-nell alwqs appreciated efforts 
to keep wi thin the bonds of law. She said of patmore' s ~rk: 
When he wrote the "Odes," and used 
thus a free metre because he knew 
himself to be set at libertY' by hi. 
Te17 knowledge and laTe of law, that 
heart beat in the sensi t i "Ie line, and 
he caught rapturous breath, or sighed 
as a spirit blowing whither it will.23 
Patmore likewise shows Originality in his use of rbJrme. He does 
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not abandon rhJme, but he regards it as a sort of accesso17 which depends 
upon the intensitY' of a.otion for its use. M. F. Egan s~s: 
Patmore does not disregard rhJme in 
his 'Odes,' but it becomes an echo; he 
uses it as the servant of his thought; 
••• He begins the ~rk bY' 'rh1ming at 
indefinite interT<Bls.' 'A license,' 
he s~s, somewhat frightened by this 
radical change from his earlier habit, 
22 patmore, Cou~e ~ politics, 162. 
23 A. Meynell, 840. 
'which is oounterbalanoed, in the writings 
of all poets who have _ployed this metre 
(oataleotio verse) successfully b7 unusual 
frequenC7 in the recurrence of the s.e 
rh;yme. 124 
He was not satisfied with the arrangement he had worked out and he 
said that if he wrote odes for his proposed poem on the "Marriage 
of the !lessed Virgin,' he would use rh7mes lIore scientifical17. 
Almost forty years earlier he had written: 
We have spoken of r~e as an element 
of genuine metre in producing at certain 
fixed places, and emphasis of sound which 
demands a corresp:)ncl1ng weight of meaning. 
It has been excellently said that rh7me 
owes much of its oharm to the fact of its 
containing a continual appeal to _emory 
and expectation; and upon this sqing 
we would found the rule that rll1mes which 
reca.r at regular and unexpected inter'V8ls 
ought always to be increased in number, 
in order to make up for the effect of 
their irregularl ty in weakening the force 
of that appeal. Great metrlsts bave 
always felt and aoted upon this prlnoiple.25 
!his new meter that patmore discovered and used had a profound 
effeot on Thompson's poetr,y. He recognized that it was an innovation: 
"So far as your language is concerned, you have invented a new literary 
form ••• I26 He was the first to reoognize and acknowledge the echo 
in his own poetry of the meter of patmore. In a letter to patmore, 
24 Egan, 100. 
25 page, 166. 
26 connolly. l! R!!. paths, 66. 
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he wrote concerning his own poem. "Orient Ode": 
!he PO_, even if I sa to take Tour 
high and valued praises quite 11 terallT. 
has a defect of which TOU must be con-
loious. though TOU have courteouslT 
retrained from noticing it. It echoes 
Tour own manner largely. in the metre, 
and even in some of the diction--the 
latter thing of wblch. I think, I bave 
seldom before rendered ~Belf guiltT.27 
Several characteristics of this new meter would appeal to 
Thompson. He, like patmore, was an excellent craftsman at the 
art of poetl"T. using various meters to the best advantage. Hia 
strong sense of rQythm could appreciate Patmore'. emphasiS on time 
and rhythm. Above all. his belief in the necessitT of a poet writing 
only under the pressure of compelling inspiration could appreCiate 
the freedom of scope and the poetical heights this new meter opened 
to him. 
As usual he is anxious to acknowledge his indebtedness to 
Patmore, although he emphaticallT denies anT suggested imitation 
where none exiat... lith regard to "The Hound of Heaven" he inTi tes 
a comparison with his earlier work to show the extent of patmore's 
1nfluence on the meter he used. 
'The ode to the sett1ng Sun' was published 
as lone ago as 1889. The po. has some 
interest to me in view of the frequent 
statement that I modelled the metre of 
Zl E. Keyne11, 144. 
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'The Hound ot Heaven' on the ode metre 
ot Mr. Patmore. 'The Ode to the Setting 
SUn' was published betore I bad seen any 
ot Mr. Patmore's work; and a comparison 
ot the two poems will theretore show 
exaet17 the extent to which the later 
poem was aftected ~Y' that great poet's 
practice. The ode metre ot .ewpoeas 
i8, with this exception, ooaplete17 
based on the principles wIlloh Mr. Patmore 
mq virtuall,.. be said to have discovered. 
Thompson is so trank in admitting his indebtedness to patmore 
that when he denies that his influence was responsible tor the meter 
of certain poems we JlUst here also take him at his word. A compari80n 
ot the two poems shows that, while the meter of the two is ve17 
similar, "The HOund ot Heaven" is motivated b,y a JlUch more powerful 
emotion and as a result the rhythm is more suggestive of intense emotion. 
The pause is used more freel,.. and there is a greater variet,.. in the 
length of the lines than there is in "The Ode to the Setting Sun." 
~or instance these lines: 
Alli must-
Designer infinite'--
All' must Thou char the wood ere Thou canst liD with U?29 
This is, no doubt, the result of Thompson's emotion, which made 
its own meter, flowing on in passionate outbuirst. Patmore said ot 
this poem: 
'The Hound of Heaven' has so great 
and passionate and such a metre-creating 
motive, that we are carried over all 
obstructions ot the rqthmical current, 
26 Ibid., 131-2. 
29 Thompson, I, 111. 
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and are compelled to pronounce it, at the • 
endt one of the few '«reat t odes of which 
the language can boast.30 
It is a stirrinc poem, in meter and rh1'thm, no les8 than in motiTe. Truly 
and spontaneously. the meter fluctuates with the emotion; now rushing on 
with frenzied haste; now pausing, breathless in awe-stricken silence. 
Thompson's claim for the originality of this meter nm.st be respected 
not only on his word but also on the undoubtedly vital nature of the ueter 
to the work i taelf. He admitted that the ode meter of !!! ~ was based 
on the principles of patmore and many examples can be cited. 
He uses the pause effeotiTely in seTeral of the poems; and he uses it 
as Patmore intended, when the emotion of the line demands that we pause. 
":By' Reason of Th1' Law" begins with an excellent example of catalectic meter: 
Here I make oat~ 
Although the heart that knows its bittern.ss 
Hear loath, 
And credit le8&--3l 
This poem also contains lines which demonstrate Patmor.'. idea of making 
the length of the line depend on the sense and .otional content. 
Where on the unseen Terges yet, 0 yet, 
At intenals, 
!rembles and falls, 
Faint lightening of r .. embered transient sweet-
Aht for too sweet 
But to be sweet a little, a little .weet, and fle.t. 32 
30 Patmore, "FranCis Thompson," 22. 
31 Thompson, II, 15. 
32 Ibid., II. 16. 
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"'lhe Dread of He1&ht" is another of '1'hompson1s poems wbieh foll1>ws 
patmore's principles especially closely. Needless to say the fragments 
quoted here do not give the same effect as reading the entire po_ 
and comparing it with the general effedt of one of Patmore's poems. 
Neither can &Q7 lines quoted be definitely asoribed to patmore'S 
influenoe. '1'he most that can be said is that they do oonform to his 
prinoiples, and we bave '1'hompson's own words admitting that he based 
the New poeas on the prinoiples that Patmore discovered. '1'hompson 
has used these prinoiples with great understanding and suocess. 
Megroz feels that they have hampered '1'hompson t s spontaneity and 
"impoverished the orehestral texture" of his poems. Nothing could 
be more spontaneous than '1'hompson's use of meter in "'1'he Dread of 
Height": 
.Ah mel 
HOW shall., mouth content it with mortality? 
Lo, seoret musio, sweetest musio, 
From distanoes of distanoe drifting its love fligh~1 
Down the arcane where Night would perish in night.~ 
That Thompson was sinoerely oonvinoed of the wisdom of the.e 
prinoiples is shown in his oritioism of the poetry of others in 
which he uses these prinoiples as a basis. In critioizing some poems 
of Henley, '1'hompson wrote: 
They are in so-called "irregulaiHlyrl0 
metre, ebbing and flowing with the aotion 
itself. Irregular it is not, though the 
33 Ibid •• II, 17. 
law 11 conc.aled. only a most delicate 
r.sponse to the behests of inspiration 
can make suCh vers. BUcc.sstul •••• th. 
poet with this gift haa a subtle sense 
of hidden .etrical law, and in his most 
8e .. 1ng-~rant •• tres revolves alW~8 
(so to speak) round a f.lt though in-
visible centre of obedience. 34 
Again he wrote in his not ebook a reference to Patmore's ode 
meter, noting that the e.otion controls the line. "Temporal v.ariations 
of metre are responsive to the eaotions, like the fluctuations of 
hUJIan respiration, which also varies indefini t.ly, und.r the passage 
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of changeful emotions, and yet keep an approximate temporal unif01'1lity •• 35 
Perhaps the greatest and most easily discernible influence that 
patmore bad on Thompson's poetr,r was to persuade him to b. more 
restrained in his use of im$gery. Alic. Meynell praised patmor.'s 
restraint While at the same time she recogniz.d that it did not make 
his poetry cold or in.ff.ctive. She wrote to him: "How Gr.ek lOU 
must be. Sir Frederick said that temperance was Gr.ek dd who has 
it like you? !ut I smppose no Greek ever had your passion and power.-36 
Patmore indeed did show TrcmpS)n that powerful and int.nse poetr,r coul4. 
be written without resorting to violence of 1a$ger,r. This was one of 
the po.tic convictions that Patmore h.ld froll the earli.st ~s of 
his poetic career. Whil. he was still at the »ritish Musea1l, h. 
expounded th.m to Richard Garnett, wbo felt that he was aided in his 
34 ). Mqnell, 133. 
35 Ibid., 133. 
36 V. Meynell, 112. 
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literary car.er by the ad ... ice of patmor •• 
All the faults to which a younc writer is 
most prone found in him a ...... r. censor 
and an unan.w.rabl. antagonist. !h. sub-
ordination of parts to the whol., the 
n.c.ssity of .... er" part of a composition 
b.ing in keeping with all the others, the 
.qual importanc. of fona with att.r. ab-
solute truth to nature, sobri.ty in simile 
and m.taphor. the wisdom of aaintainin« a 
r.serv. of pow.r--th.se and kindr.d .maxims 
were enforc.d with an emphasis most salutary.37 
!his fault of .xc.ssi .... us. of imagery elicit.d one of the f.w 
criticisms Patmore mad. of !hampson's po.try in his revi.w of 1894. 
He prais.d the quali ti.s of !lhompson's po.try which mad. it great, 
but he f.lt that it was lacking in moderation and restraint of imagery. 
profound thought, and fa~fetch.d spl.ndour 
of imagery and nimble-wi tt.d discernment of 
those analogies Which are the 'roots' of the 
poet's languag.. abound; but in the f eminin. 
faculti.s of 'tast.,' of emotion that must 
ha ... e music for its rend.ring, of sh;r modera-
tion which n .... er says quite so much as it 
means, of quickn.ss to 'scent the ridiculous 
from afar,' of the dainty conscience which 
sets 'decorum' far above all oth.r duti.s 
and knows that in po.try the Jl8nner is mch 
more important than the matt.r, sinc. manner 
is beautiful in its.lf, whereas, without it. 
it is no matt.r what matter m~ be since it 
fails to .xpress itself with feminine f •• ling 
and perfection; in these qualities Mr. Thompson's 
poetr,r is often deficient.38 
37 R. Garnett, "Recoll.ctions of Coventry Patmor •• " saturdaz Revi.w, 
December 5, 1896, 582. 
38 patmore. "FranCis !lhompson,' 160. 
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patmore has indicated more than just a deficiency in restraint 
in the above quotation, but the emphasis in general is on moderation 
in expressing the thought of the poem. Patmore is not the only one 
who makes this cri tici8Jll of 'l'hompeon's poetr,y. In the article on 
"The Younger poets" written in 1895, the author says that 'l'hoMpsonf. 
poetr,y was excessive 
••• in audacity of phrase, in far-fetched 
conceit., in coi~e of new and strange 
words, in emberance of figure and metaphor. 
He gOes on to eaution !hompson to learn to master these faults or 
they will ruin his poetr,v. 
Iver,vthing depends upon this acquisition 
of artistic mastery over his materials 
if he can acquire taste and judgment, if 
he can tame the luxuriance of his fancy 
and keep his peeasus under bridle.39 
Another critic, overwhelmed "even to bewilderment" by metaphors 
and images that Thompson uses with abandon, wrote: 
Some discipline had to come; whether 
it was discipline of order, leading to 
solution, or the discipline of renunCiation, 
leading to some form of asceticism •••• 
:aut as Francis !}lomps> n saJig out his 
spiri tual progress and discovery it is 
plain to Bee that he begins to take the 
~ of renunciation and not of solution. 40 
Thompson, himself, waB aware of this defect and he realized that 
Patmore was a model of moderation for him to follow. When a reviewer 
39 "!he younger poets,' 479. 
40 Flgg1s, 37. 
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scornfull;r dismissed. his poetry as being merel1' an imitation of PatlM>re's. 
Thompson wrote to Wilfrid Me;rnell in indignation: 
call TOU this dealing favourabl;r 
with a man? Heaven save me, then. 
from the unfavourable dealers' Of 
couree, he is right about the 'lfo 
Monica Thought Dying'; but that and 
one or two other poems are not 
sufficient on which to base a charge 
of making Mr. Patmore a mOdel. It 
would have been well, indeed, for the 
res t rain t and sani t;r of the poems if 
I had submitted somewhat to the in-
fluence of Mr. patmore's example. 41 
In his later poems he did base his meter on patmore's principles and 
in particular he showed greater restraint in the use of exotic language 
and images. He wrote in a net. that he intended to be printed in New 
poems but for Bome reason withheld: 
Of words I have coined or ren ved I 
have judged fit to retain but few; 
and not more than two or three will 
be found in this book. I shall be 
found, I hope, to have modified much 
the excessive loading both of diction 
and imagery which disfigured Dl1' former 
work. 42 
Thompson's passionate use of imager,r was born of the intensity 
of his emotion and in learning to control his flow of words, he felt, 
at times, that he was stifling his inspiration. He wrote: 
I have greatly lost in fire and in glow; 
but he realized that what he gained offset his loss:-
41 E. Me1'Xlell, 105. 
&2 Ibid., 115. 
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.. From a higher standpoint I have gained. 
I think, in art and chastity- of sty-le.43 
Thompson felt that his poetr,y was improved by- the contact he had with 
patmore's poetry. &ad it undoubtedl7 was. !ut Thompson is never content 
to leave his indebte~es8 unqualified. Bis poetr7 m~ echo Patmore's 
in meter, but it does not imitate it outright. Thompson's own l~d1vi-
duali t7 shaped. that meter into somethiJl8 he could call his own. As 
Thompson himself said: 
43 Ibid., 181. 
44 Ibid., 133. 
)Ter,y poet makes accepted metre 
a quite new metre, imparts to it 
a totally new movement, impresses 
his own indi viduali ty- upon it. 44 
CHAP'l'D IV 
PA'NOREt S IlfFLUINCI ON THO)4PSON t S PROSI 
wIt is good news tbat TOU are wri tine prose. You know how per-
fectly great I think wbat I have read of Tour prose. After all. 
the greatest things must be said in prose. MUsic is too weak to 
follow the highest thought. wl 
With this word of encouragement patmore u~ed Thompson to 
devote his liter&r7 efforts to writing in prose. The above quotation 
is from a letter written in 1895, the year that Patmore's !he Ro~ 
The Root, ~ ~ Flower was pu.blished. Patmore had reached the 
peak of his prose wrUing and the final expression of his one theme, 
the human soul's at tai nm en t of union with God through love. In the 
preface to this book he presents his aim: 
MY work is mainly that of the Poet. 
bent only upon discovering and re-
porting how the 'loving hint. of 
doctrine bas 'met the longing guess' 
of the souls of those who have so 
believed in the unseen that it bas 
become visible, and who have thenc .. 
forward found their existence to be 
no longer a sheath wi thou t a sword, 
a deSire without fUlfillment. 2 
Thompson had been writing prose, simultaneously with his poetr.r. 
since at least 188? one of the first contributions to Wilfrid 
1 E. Keynell. 109. 
2 Patmore. MYstical poems, 151. 
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Meynell was the .ss~, I pagan ism Old and New.. Thompsonts prose merlted 
the approval of Patmore, who, according to !asil Champneys, "used to say 
that the young poet's prose was better than his poetr,y.13 
The year after the above-quoted letter and soon after patmore's death. 
Thompson stopped writing poetr,y and wrote almost exclusively in prose. 
patmore, too, had ended his career b.r writing in prose for the last 
twelve years of his life. He was undoubtedly influenced in using this 
medium of expression by his conviction that his writing had to say 
something. In particular, he wanted t~ express spiritual truths. which. 
at times, soar too high for formal poetical expression. He wrote in 
Religio poetae: "There is a poetic region--the most poetical of all--
which is incapable of taking the form of poetry. Its reali Ues take away 
the breath whieb WOUld, if it could, go forth in song.14 These truths 
must be set down in all simplicity. clothed only with the beauty of their 
truth. Patmore was likewise influenced by the belief that his power of 
poetic expression was deserting him, and he would not write poetr,y that 
he had to pry out of hilljaelf. His ideal of poetical integrity had always 
been high. AS early as 1889, in his firat prose wor~ principle J:! Art, 
he had written: 
If, in the utterance of what he ~he poet] 
offers to you as the cry or the deep long-
ing of passion, you catCh him in busily 
3 Champneys, II, 133. 
4 O. patmore, Religio poetae, 7. 
noticing trifles--for which very likely 
he gets praised for 'accurate observation 
of nature'--You will put hi. down as one 
who knows nothing of the passion he is 
pretending to express. If you detect him 
in the endeavour to say I fine things' 
in order to win your admiration for 
himself, instead of rendering his Whole 
utterance a singl e true thl.., whi ch 
shall win your s7JIpat~ with the thought 
or feeling by whiCh se declares himself 
to be dominated. the result will be the 
same. 5 
Patmore, in 1895, realizing the approaching end to his work, waB 
happy to have a younger prophet to send forth in his stead. That 
he fel t Thompson to be wort~ of his confidence can easily be seen 
in the article he wrote on !hompso~~in 1894. 
It is a sure Sign, for th,se who want 
a sign, of the essential soundness of Mr. 
Thompson's highest spiritual and poetical 
flights that he can write prose replete 
wi th the grea.t and untversally acceptable 
common-sense of genius. Nearly all true 
poets have written prose admirably, and 
with eminent and manly insight into 
matters well within an ordinarily cul-
tivated comprehension; but I bave seldom 
read prose more siraple in style and more 
weighted with great good sense than has 
appeared. from Ume to time, with Mr. 
Thompson's name, in two or three little-
known periodieals.6 
•• 
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5 O. Patmore. principles !!Art, George Bell and Sons, London, 1889, 60. 
6 Patmore, "Francis Thompson," 166. 
Thollpsol1' also thought that trne poets could and should write 
prose. "It might almost be erected into a rule that a great poet 
is, if he please, also a master of prose."? Thompson goes further 
with this idea of poets writing prose and s~s: 
Far from the poets' being astra.,. in 
prose-writing, it might plausibly be 
contended that Engli~h prose, as an 
art, is but a secondar.r stream of the 
Pierian fount~ and owes its ver" origin 
to the poets.t:S 
He bases this statement on the fact that Sir philip Sidney, a poet. 
was the first to make prose-writing an art. Thompson wrote a series 
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of essays on the prose of the poets in which he makes JI&ll7 illuminating 
statements about the art of prose. In general, he seems to teel that 
prose is interior to poetry, but that writing prose is an aid to the 
poet's diction. 
Now, according to our theor". the practice 
of prose should maintain fresh and compre-
hensive a poet's diction, should save him 
from talling into the hands ot an exclusive 
coterie of poetic words. It should react 
upon his metrical vocabulary to its beneficial 
expansion, by taking him outside his aristo-
cratic circle ot language, and keeping him in 
touch with the great commonalty, the proleta~ 
iat of speech. 9 
Thompson does not seem to prove the truth of his statement in 
his own prose and poetry. 
? Thompson. III, 153. 
8 Ibid., 147. 
9 Ibid., note on 5. 
He was writing prose and poetry simultaneously; 
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• but the criticism frequently made of his poetry is that his words 
were artificial, arChaic, foreign, exotic, and beyond the grasp of 
the commonal ty. 
Thompson recognized in patmore's prose the same model of restraint 
and order that he found in Patmore's poetr,y. !hompson was not unaware 
of the defects of his prose. In fact, he was singularly lacking in 
confidence in himself and his writing. Of his essay on Shelley he wrote: 
It seemed to me dreadful t rash when I 
read it over before sending it. Shut 
rq eyes and ran to the post or some 
demon might have set me to work on 
picking it again.lO 
He recognized his excessive use of imagery in this ess~: "It 
is written at an almost incessant level of poetiC prose, and seethes with 
imager.y like ~ poetry itself •• ll When Thompson read Patmore's prose. 
he realized the value of order and simpliCity. He voices his appreciation 
in several articles: 
!he difference between his rPatmore' ~ 
poems and his pr3se is striclly the 
difference between synthesis and 
analysis. What in the one is condensed 
in all the splendours of inclusive 
imagery, in the other, reappears set 
forth with almost scholastic plainness 
and severity-so far as the diff'icul t 
subject-matter will admit.12 
10 A. J. Hogan, S.J., 'The Master of' prose,' catholic World, November, 
1915, 186. 
11 I. Meynell, 77. 
12 Thompson. criticisms, 213-4. 
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In reviewing a book for the A,cad!5!' !hompson noted that the au1jJlor 
had eVidently taken man;r of his points from Ooventry Patmore. !hen he 
oontinued: HI would that he had taken more; above all, Mr. Patmore's 
perspicuous aense of order, his pr~ant oondensation and oonoentration 
upon his subjeot.M13 
!hese are the qualities of Patmore's prose style that appealed to 
Thompson; and whioh, undoubtedl;r, he attempted to emboq in his own prose. 
That his suooess in acquiring oondensation and oonoentration in his writing 
is not too eVident is shown by a reViewer of !hompson' s Life of st. 
Ignatius, Who writes: 
With a wealth of imager:r. whioh sometimes 
even usurps the funotions of poetr.y, he 
carries us smoothly on from one event of 
Ignati& history to another, scarcel;r 
giving us time for ptmse. 
Fllrther down the same page, however, he reoogni ses "the chastened and 
vivid Inglish of a genius and a poet. who is, moreOver, a master of prose.H14 
M8gros explains the poetical. nature of Thompson's prose by saying: 
"No intensel;r poetio mind produces prose into whiCh poetry does not 
sometimes flow. Hl 5 
Patmore's prose, also. has been desoribed as: 
The prose of a poet; not prose • incollpletel;r 
executed' and aspiring after the 'nobler 
order' of poetr.y, but adequate and achieTed 
prose of a verr rare kind.1S 
11 Ibid., 442. 
14 i1Ifrid Wilberforce, "Jranois Thompson's 'Life of st. Ignatius'." 
Oatholio wor1~ Januar.r, 1910, 51? 
15 Migro S, 34. 
16 S;rmons, 362. 
I: 
In a renew of Patmore's The Rod. '!'he Root, arid The J'lower 
------
in the .A thenaewa, al though the book is wri t ten in pro se, the 
reviewer wrote that fifty years after the publication of his first 
poems, Patmore still showed himself: 
••• happy possessor of much true poetic insight, 
and a master of some of the finer and rarer 
arts of poetic expression. 
He goes on to s.,: 
He attains something of that exquisite 
distinction and that felioity of style 
whiCh go to the making of a classic.17 
• 
A review of his earlier book, Religio Poetae, oontains passages 
of similar critioism: 
There is absolutely no popular appeal, no 
extraneous interest in the timeliness of 
subject or the peculiarities of treatment ••• 
Yet, in many ~s, it is one of the most 
beautiful and notable works in prose 
that have appeared in recent years.18 
Wi th regard to this oomment on patmore's prose, it is interesting 
to note what Megroz s.,s about Thompson's prose: "Unfortunately 
Thompson rarely used his oreative gift in oriticism. His prOse 
is generally written for sale ... 19 
Patmore, of oourse, at the prose-writing period of his life, 
was not under any financial strain and oould write what he liked. 
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17 "The ROd, The Root, and !he Flower," Athenaeum, December 21, 1895, 862. 
18 "Religio Poetae." Athenaeum. December 30, 1893. 902. 
19 Megroz. 46. 
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as he liked and when he lilted. • !he one essa)", Shell!l. in which Thompson 
gave his emotion limitless expression was not accepted b)" the review that 
had commisSioned it, and had to wait until after Thompson's death for 
publication. 
!he review of Religio poetae goes on to describe his st)"le, to 
praise its "gravit)" and sweetness, its fine, unforbidding austerity. its 
smooth harmOD.7--8 harmoD.7 produced by the use of simple words subtl)" •• ao 
Patmorets works do n~ receive pr.aise exclusively. !he critics are 
quick to notice his tendency to be inconsistent and foolhard7 in his 
insistence on his own point of view. !he Athenaeum said: 
Mr. Patmore is inclined to be petulant, 
and he occasionally rides a hobby-horse 
so recklessly as to commit himself to 
incredible fallacies. But a book which 
attains perfection has never )"et beeR 
produced, and lIr. Patmore's is close, 
very olo.e indeea.. 21 
o. L. Hind liltewise criticizes patmore', attitude at times; but he finiahes 
as the Athena ... did with pr.aise for the author of so great a book. 
Hia ess~a are sometimes truculent; 
thq have over-emphasis and oveI"-
statements, 'but the)" are al~s the 
expression of a sincere and beautiful 
character, not qui te at home in the 
material. 22 
20 "Rel1gio Poetae,. Athena8Um, December 30, 1893, 903. 
21 Ibid •• 903. 
22 Bind. 242. 
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Thompson reTiewad Re1igio poetae for Mer;r )!gland in September. 
1893. His sympathetic and intelligent treatment of patmore's ideas 
shows how close their th~ughts were even before their personal friend-
ship. Thompson expresses admiration for patmore's indifference to the 
reception that awaits his ideas. Then he criticizes the style of the book: 
Mr. patmore does not aim at 'appreCiation,' 
but at the elucidation of principles. We 
may add a word as to the style of the 
book. It is severely pregnant to a degree 
whiCh some will call bold. !nt we do not 
call a countenance 'bo1d' because it is 
rased of the • excrement t (to speak Shalte-
spearean1y), whiCh hides the pl~ of 
facial expression. He desires expos1~ion, 
not the softer graces. Indeed, his subject 
mat ter is suCh, that the eul t1 Tat ion of 
beauty for beauty's salte would but obscure 
what is in itself difficult enough. The 
beauty of precision is the only legitimate 
beauty in suCh a case. Accordingly. imagery 
i8 used only for illustration or deeper 
expression. Jew would see beauty in the 
style of Aquinas. Yet ne Quincq justly 
says that st. Thomas's is a style admirably 
fitted to its peculiar purpose. Is not this 
the supreme justification of all style? Let 
it be the justification of Mr. Patmore's. 
one who has had a purely literary training, 
and bas afterwards passed to the treatment 
of suCh subjects as occupy Re1igio Poetae, 
must haTe experienced a disagreeable surprise. 
He discovers that the style of 11 terary beauty 
whiCh had been the pride of hi s heart, is as 
useless for his new objects as a butterfly-net 
for deep-sea fishing.23 
23 !hompson, Criticisms, 211. 
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Thompson admired the simplicity and orderliness of Patmore's prose 
style; but another quality of the work was not as admirable, although 
Thompson is accused of being influenced by it to some extent. That is 
the aphoristic quality of his work. In general, Patmore has been accused 
of lacking powers of coordination and concentration to continue a work 
to its logical completion. Richard Garnett wrote: .,is one principal 
work was an assemblage of detached beauties without true vital unity ..... 24 
Thompson's notebooks are criticized as displaying this same aphoristic 
characteristic; although Thompson denies that Patmore's works are defective 
in this respect. 
His notebooks reflect patmore's aphoristic 
habit. He himself defended or denied the 
'fragmentary' nature of Patm-r e's book. 
It might as well be said that the heavens 
are f~mentar,v, because the stars are not 
linked by golden chains. 25 
Notebooks, since they are made up of jottings and random reflectioa., will 
necessarily lack unity. When !hompson's notebooks are given to the world, 
they will prove an invaluable source of information about his life and 
inmost thoughts. The,y have been called Ihis other self; his oompanions 
through m8ll7 soli tar,v years; his life-work and his library; they- were 
the only things he never discarded.,26 Those who have had access to these 
notebooks have remarked on the number of references in them to Coventr,r 
patmore and his works. 
24 Garnet t, 62. 
25 E. Meynell, 170. 
26 'The !fotebooks of Francis Thompson." DUblin Review, Januar,r. 1917, 109. 
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patmore t S cri tiea.l prose has been criticized by 118llT because 0(' his 
frequent inability to make a sound judgment on the works of others. 
RiChard Garnett said of his criticis.: 
Although a poet. he was not an artist. 
I found the S8me inability to combine 
separate excellencies into a Whole to 
pervade his criticis.; his strictures 
on single pass$ges were almost infallible 
but he seemed unable to obtain a just 
view of an author as a whole. 27 
Thompson wrote in r~ard to this defect in patmore's critici.m: 
If the JlIdgments on individuals may often 
call for caveat and modification, the state-
ments of general principle appear more sound to the 
roots the more they are meditated. This 
was Characteristic of Ooventr.r patmore. He 
is not strong in 'appreciation,' but in 
philosophical analysis of artistic law 
his writings have a quite classic weight 
and permanenc .. as . 
Another reviewer notes that Patmore's criticis.s: 
Show Patmore'. extremism, his inability 
to view the field from all points. He 
lacks mental poise, and even while he 
advocates repose of manner he does so in 
words that tremble like leaves in an 
unseemly blast.29 
Patmorets biographer, Sir Edmund Gosse, said of his Judgment that 
he "had no perception of the sublime in other men'. writings or of the 
ridiculous in his own. 130 Another of his contemporaries and critics, 
Arthnr S,rmons, likewise found Patmore 
27 Garnett, 62. 
28 Thompson, oriticisms, 218. 
29 H. O'Keefe, "coTentr.r patmore." catholic Worl~ August, 1899, 655. 
30 Gosse. 185. 
••• singular17 lacking in the critical facult7. 
even in regard to his own art; and this was 
because. in his own art, he was a poet of one 
idea and one metre. He did marvelous things with 
that one idea and that one metre. but he saw 
nothing be70nd them; all thought must be 
brought into relation with nuptial love, or 
it was of no interest to him. and the iambic 
metre must do everything that poetry need 
concern itself about doinc. 31 
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Thompson surpassed patmore in the art of criticism, although much 
of What he practices is based on Patmor.'s principles. lather Connol17 
describes Thompson's criticism: 
Learned, keen. and well-balanced, the •• 
criticisms are expr.ssed in flawless 
prose--witt7. ra~. and, at times. sublime--
that every week delighted readers of 
London's most important periodicals.32 
C. Lewis Hindt the editor of one of the magazines to whiCh Thompson 
contributed, bad on17 praise for his work. Although Thompson frequent17 
disappointed him because ill-health or absen~indedness would prevent 
Thompson's making the dead-line. still, when Thompson did present his 
article, it was ~ extraordinary. 
A Thompson article in the Academz gave 
distinction to the issue. What splendid 
prose it was. Reading the proofs. we 
would declaim passages aloud for the mere 
pleasure of giving utterance to his periods.33 
Bot onl7 these journalists appreciated the prose st7le of Thompson. 
William Ernest Henle;y said of him: 
31 S7m0ns, 367. 
Thompson's articles, which came in this 
morning, is quite master17 throughout. 
The worst I can sa7 against it is, indee~ 
32 Thompson, oriticisms. vii. 
33 E. M8,fnell. 196. 
I 
that it anticipates some parts of IV own 
terminal essq. so that I shall have to 
quot a it instead of writing out of rq own 
stomach. All manner of compliments to him 
and a thousand tbanks. I know not which to 
admire the mora; his critical intelligence 
or his intellectual courage. 34 
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!his critical intellicence is the quality in which '1'hompson surpassed 
patmore. Thompson has shown "uncommonly keen discrimination, nice dis-
tinctions. scholarly and intimate knowledge of subjects under discussion •• 35 
In part1calar. hi.,. e8s8.3" on Shelley must be mentioned as one of the 
greatest ever written. The review in Athenaeum said of it: 
'1'hompson, using his own sure intuition, his 
opulent but ordered imagination, his sensitiveness 
to external realit7. his delicate feeling for 
implicit emotio~l that has made him an artist. 
in short-has climbed cautiousl;r up the thiD,... 
spun and elusive thread of Shell..,'s poetry.36 
In this ess81' Thompson puts into practice some of the principles 
that he has gained from Patmore. Be himself said in his review of 
Patmore's Religio poetae: "For his first principles he relies on 
intUition, which, like all true poets and platonists, he holds to be 
a higher reason."37 This ess~ is certainly an O?erflowing of Thompson's 
intuitive appreciation of Shell..,. M~roz s~s of this ess~ and of 
'!'hompson's prose in comparison with shelley's: 
34 Ibid., 200-1. 
35 sr. Madele'l78., Chaucer's NUns, D. Appleton and 00., New York, 1925. 56. 
36 "Shelley," Athenaeum, APrn:-24, 1909, 490. 
37 Thompson. oriticisms, 212. 
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tach vibrating imager" and expressive music 
indicate a certain poetic spontaneity and 
metaphorical wealth of thought. BY the 
subservience of intellect to intuitive f.,liac 
their prose becomes largely a more expllcl t~, 
statement of the Wisdom in their poetr".38 
This es say is really renowned for the beauty of its imager" and 
the verbal. JlUsic of its expression. 'ather Hocan. who calls Thompson 
"The Master of Prose.' says of it: 
Throughout the whole essay, which is 
wonderful in its constructive insight, 
there is a vividness, a captivating 
vi vidness, a heaping of balance upon 
balance, beauty upon riclmess and 
richness upon beauty, until amidst all 
this profusion of exquisite language it 
really reaches its climax' round the foot 
of the crosst.39 
,-
Megroz adds: "'1'here is heard a verbal IlUsic which is rare in 
his prose, and is often absent from the verse.,40 
It is true of patmore's influence on Thompson's prose as .ell 
as on his poetr" that his chief contribution was in the thought. 
J 
Thompson found his prinCiples to be verr helpful and suggestive. 
"b t I -r , r 
38 Megraz. 34. 
39 Hogan, 187. 
40 lCegroz, 35. 
Whether he is 1l1uminating17 supporting 
the decried thesis that ~ morality 1!. 
bad Art, crushing 'the fallacy that poetr" 
appeals to the emotions only' (as most 
poetrr of the ~ too unfortunately does). 
he is equally full of profound sugges tion. 41 
41 Thompson, oriticisms, 211. 
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Patmorets prose contains for the most part the same ideas as 
are • .,ressed in his poetry. as Goss. says "the raw material" of 
his poetry. A review of Religio poetae calls it 
the subUmat ed love poetry of The unknown 
llros, with its extraordinary subtlety of 
thought and emotion, rendered with the 
faultless simplicity of an elaborate and 
conscious art.42 
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Goss. does not r~ret the loss of Patmore's "TBnished masterpiece," 
§ponsa Dei which patmore destroyed upon the advice of Gerard Manley 
Hopkins because of its subject-matter. Gosse regrets its loss 
because of its style. 
The §ponsa Def, this vanished masterpiece. 
was not very long, but polished and modulated 
to the highest degree of perfection. No 
existing specimen of patmore's prose seems 
to me so delicate, or penetrated by quite 
so high a charm of style, as this lost book 
was. 43 
Since it is lost no one can dispute the word of Gosse. who claims to 
have seen it several. times while Patmore was writing it. We can thank 
Gosse for assuring us that nothing new to his doctrine of nuptial 
love was l .. t. 
Sister Mad81eva has written an interesting ess~ on Yrancis 
Thompsonls prose, attempting to show that it 18 transitional from 
coventry Patmore to G. K. Chesterton. From Patmore She sees reflected 
42 "Religio Poetae,- Athenaeum, December 30, 1893. 903. 
43 Gosse. 143. 
in Thompson's prose, "~sticism and symbolism, epigrammatic style, 
boldness in choice and treatment of subject. ft44 These qualities 
dominate Thompson's prose, but his treatment of them is slightly 
different in that he makes them more tangible. 
filere patmore is obsCllre and abstract, 
Thompson is clear and concrete. patmore 
theorized on the mystical religion of the 
poet; Thompson concretizes it in the canticles 
of st. lrancis of Assisi: patmore speaks of 
the relation of the 7irst and Second persons 
of God and the simrut ..... l,. proceeding Third 
Person; fhompson finds footprints of the 
frini ty in the marriage of soul and 130dy am. 
resulting Life. 46 
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Another critic agrees with Sister Madel eva in saying that Thompson's 
prose was not obsCllre. 
His prose has been described as 'heroic'. 
Close-woven and Tigorous, richly colored 
and melodious. it is completely free from 
the obsCllrities that make some of his poems 
so diffiClllt. 46 
Not that Thompson found prose-writing alwqs easy for him or to his 
liking. He compares prose and poetry with a nostalgic air, wistfully 
recalling the ~s when his poetic muse responded to his thought. 
prose is clay: poetry the White, molten 
metal. It i8 plastic, not merely to gross 
touCh, but to the lightest breath, a wish, 
a half-talent, an unconscious feather-passage 
of emotional suggestion. The most instantan-
eously perfect of all media for expression. 
44 sr. Madel eva, 64. 
45 Ibid., 73. 
46 J. Philip, "A Poet of the Church," Catholic world., JUne, 1940, 32'. 
Instant and easy as the eaap of a camera, 
perfect as star in pool to star above, 
natural. as breathing of sweet air, or 
drinkinc of rain-fresh odors; where 
prose aSks a certain effort and conscious 
shaping. :But prose can be put in shafts 
(to its slow spoiling); Terse, alaCkI 
hears no man t s bidding, but serves when 
it lists,--even When it consents to lay 
aside its wings.47 
:But, however dull and irksome Thompson found it at times to 
write his prose articles, they, nonetheless, always eXhibit a careful 
scholarship and style that make them valued even today. :rather Hogan 
said that these essays carry ~e reader along on a 
pleasurable tide of charm, strong chal'll, 
and it is precisely because of this 
quality that his writings have been 
styled persuasive--the.y are persuasive, 
gently so, leading us from thought to 
thought. 48 
These thoughts were often learned from Patmore, whose prose 
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contained a "wonderfUl medley of religious ecstasy, poetical 
extravagance, scientific nomenclature, and metaphysical abstraction."49 
That Thompson was aware of patmore's literary criticism is Tery 
evident from his essa, on Milton. In it Thompson uses many of Patmore's 
ideas and principles as a starting point for his own criticism. yor 
IDaple: 
47 E. Maynell. 245. 
48 Hogan. 184. 
49 "The Rod, The Root, and The Flower," Athenaeum, December 21, 1895, 862. 
Mr. Ooventry patmore considered Milton even 
a greater thaumaturge in words than Shakespeare. 
It is indisputable •••• It is impossible to 
question another opinion of his, that the 
three chief fountains of wonderful diction 
are liClser, Shakespeare, and Mil ton. 'What 
a II1llt he is of words" he once exclaimed, 
regarding Spenser. 50 
!hompson gives us then Patmore's views on the meter used b.v 
Milton. giving us at the same time insight into the bac~round of 
patmore's own meter. 
Mr. Patmore remarks truly that from Spenser 
Milton derived even some of the metres thought 
to be peculiarly his own--for example. the 
metre of Llcidas.5l 
!hompson praises Patmore's capacity as metrical critic and links 
his name with that of his "beloved De Quinc~.1 
Of his blank verse he is still speaking of 
Milton two men alone could have written 
with full perception; both have rett but 
slight and casual utterances. One was 
De Quinc.,., the other Oovent17 Patmore. 
Were the critic fool enough to rush in 
where the most gifted have feared to tread, 
not in Journalistic summary could he 
analyze its colossal harmonies. paradise 
Los tis the treasury' and 811preme displq 
Of:metrical counterpoint. It is to metre 
what the choruses of Handel are to ns1c. 52 
!hompson. here p~s tribute to patmore's understanding of meter; 
but, in general, !hompson benefitted more by his spiritual thoughts. 
Mr. patmore is best in the serener ether of 
contemplation. It is here that he proves him-
self a man of deep religious instinct.53 
50 Thompson, III. 199-200. 
51 Ibid., III, 200. 
52 IiiI'd., III, 201. 
53 Qiiiefe, 657. 
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His instinctive knowledge of God raised Thompson's vision. Patmore 
had written: 
Let it be remembered that we become what 
we look upon; therefore, 'whatsoever things 
are t rue, whatsoever things are just, what .. 
soever things are 10velT. whatsoever things 
are of good report, if there b, &nT virtue, 
and if there be anT praise, think on these 
things •• 54 
Thompson followed this advice; and when he wrote of what he had 
gazed upon, he frequentlT found that Patmore had preceded him in 
expressing it. In a letter to patmore he wrote: 
In a fragment of a projected article I 
had written of 'poets born with an 
instinctive sense of veritable corres-
pondences hidden from the multitude' ••• 
Now if TOU turn to Tour own Religio 
Poetae, TOU will see of what I accuse 
TOu. Masters bave pri vlleges, I admit, 
but I draw the line at looking over their 
pupils' shoulders various odd l~es 
aWlq.55 
Again we see Thompson's willingness to be called a "pupil." even 
in prose-writing, of the "master" whose work he so admired and found 
so "full of profound suggestion." 
54 Patmore, courage, 132. 
55 Sr. Madeleva, 72. 
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OONCLUSION 
In the evaluation of the evidences of influence shown in the 
precediIl8 chapters, the fact which is emphasized over and over is the 
elusive quality of influence. Influence cannot be definitely asoribed 
to a certain poem or meter or phrase, but must constantly be qualified; 
recognition must be given to the originality of the poet. originality, 
as Patmore wrote, 
consists simply in a man's being upon his 
own line; in his adTatloing with a single 
mind towards his unique apprehension of 
good. 1 
!hompson never violated this singleness of vision, but he oong~tulated 
himself upon finding a companion Whose vision was along the same line 
as his. He readily acknowledged any influence that he realized he re-
eel ved from Patmore because to do so he did not need to be false to his 
own inspiration. Because he knew that he was faithful to his ideal of 
poetiC integrity. he could admit the encouragement he received froll 
patmore. 
Not only from Patmore, but from all of the poets, did !hompson 
cull thoughts and inspiration. 
Mr. !hompson is the heir of the poets, and 
he has entered fully into his inheritance. 
He has not pioked their flowers and worn 
1 Patmore, prinCiple, 68. 
them fading; their seed has passed into his 
life, and they have blossomed anew. He does 
not imitate them, rather have thq moulded 
him. .0 mere echo is he of any of them. al-
though their TOices are heard in his. This, 
of course, we S8l' of 8 tyle and method mostly. 
In vision and Judgment he is himself even when 
he is most Ooventry Patmore's chosen disciple. 2 
undoubtedly their common religion. and the important part it 
pl~ed in their writing, was a dominating factor in their favorable 
reaction to one another. H. D. Traill, whose review of Thompson's 
poems was one that pleased Thompson, wrote: 
The formative influence of the poet's religious 
faith is ver,r strongly felt in his poetry. 
Some of the pieces, indeed, are permeated with 
that intensely, that almost 'denominationally' 
Oatholic feeling, if I may ria. offense in so 
describing it, which gives power and 'beauty, 
though occasionally at the same expense of 
breadth, to the work of a distinguished member 
of the same communion. Mr. Ooventr,y patmore.3 
That Ooventry patmore influenced Francis Thompson is, to me, 
clearly beyond doubt. Bot one of the reviews, whieh I read, of 
Thompson t s New Poems was without SOme mention of Ooventry patmore' 8 
influence. Even many of the reviews of !.hompson's Poems, written 
at an earlier date, contain references to Patmore, and one 
speaks of "down-right imitation of Mr. Patmore." This same 
reviewer expressed the feeling that Thompson was hurting his own 
2 "Mr. Thompson's New poems," Aead!!l, M8l' 22, 1897. 538. 
3 H. D. Traill, "Mr. Thompson's Poems," Nineteenth Oentu;l. February, 
1894, 229. 
poetic technique by imitating PatD:)re. 
That a writer Who at his best is so fiery 
and enberant should ever take Mr. patmore 
for a model, should really try to catch even 
his tricks of expression, is ver" ~rloU8, 
and shows, as much as any other single ~ 
teristic, the somewbat e%ternal quality of 
Mr. !hompson's Inspiration.4 
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The inference here that 'l'hompson was sOlnewhat lacking in interior 
inspiration is unfair to Thompson and evoked from him a protest 
against "unfavorable criticism." It also accuses Thompson of poss-
essing the fault, which he so vigorously den~ced in the writers 
of his own generation. 
The defect is the predominance of art over 
inspiration, of body Over soul. We do not 
s~ the defect of inspiration. !he warrior 
is there, but he is balIIpered. 'by hiB amour. 
writers of high aim in all branches of . 
literature even when they are not--as Mr. 
Swinburne, for instance, is--lavish in 
expression, are generally over-deliberate 
in expres.ion.... !his results in 10s8 
of spontaneity.5 
In undertaking this study of influence the answers to several 
questions as to its extent and nature were sought. The influence 
was exerted both through patmore'. works and through the personal friend-
ship of the two poets. That Thompson was acquainted with patmore'. prose 
and poetry has been shown by his own words in letters and article. 
4 "P·:>ems by FranCis !hompson," Athenaeum, February 3, 1894, 143. 
5 Thompson, III, 4-5. 
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and b.f the frequent quotations, both direct and indirect, of Patmore's 
words and ideas. !he problem has been made DItlch more evident by 
'l'hompson's own "rd. of indebtedness to patmore. What would ordinarilT 
be a subject of DItlch study and conjecture, because of 'l'hompson's 
acknowledgement is accepted as an eVidence of Patmore's influence. 
'l'hompson has acknowledged patmore's influenoe on his meter and his 
diction; he has admitted asking fJr guidance in the matter of sTJlbolism 
and SUbject-matter; he bas confessed discipleship in the writing of 
prose. Jhat could a writer do more in the interests of intellectUal 
honesty? In the faoe of these acknowledgements it is amazing that 
Thompson retained his own. individuality and originality, and 
very few of the reviewers criticize him as a mere imitator. One 
such criticism must have hurt Thompson, though, because it came from 
Alioe Meynell. She oriticized some of the New Poems, in particular 
"The Dread of Height," as making the influence of Patmore "too evident." 
In general, however, she was pleased with the restraining effect Patmore's 
influence had on !.hompson's excesaive use of imager,y and diction. 
Patmore, himself, did not find fault with Thompson's works in 
thi a regard. 
yet there is nothing in his little book 
which can rightly be Charged with plagiarism. 
The ideas, and to a certain extent, the 
language and stTle, of true poets become 
j 
the common property of the gulld, and all 
that is demanded of them is, that they should 
improve or vary what they have taken from each 
other, so as, in some sort, to make it their 
own. !he greatest poets, and, indeed, the 
greatest artists of all sorts, have been the 
greatest plagiarists.6 
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One of !hompson's chief debts to Patmore is for material. He used the 
~stical themes supplied by Patmore. !hompson knew Patmore in his 
prophetic old age When his intuitions, especially in spiritual matterst 
were far-reaching. Patmore surpassed Thompson lin keenness of intellect, 
in penetration of purely mental vision •• ' Bat Thompson's genius was 
lyrical; his glory- was in "intricate melodiousness and poppied warmth 
of symbolism. 18 Patmore does not show the same fiery- passion that 
animates Thompson's poetry through rich imagery and violent diction. 
Thompson ascribes the fact that he somewhat restrained his imagery 
in his later poems not to patmore's style but to the subject-matter 
that he learned from Patmore. His biographer tells us: 
He writes wi th Patmore in hi s mind. !here 
are some truths so true. that upon everyone 
who sees them clearly they force almost the 
same mode of expression; they create their 
own f01'1ll'lllas. 9 
!hompson .ained much from the "oceanic vast of intellect" that 
he admired so much. Perhaps, most of all, he was encouraged to dare 
to break the conventions of his ~ and write from the convictions of 
6 Patmore, "Francis Thompson." 159. 
, O. M. Lewis, "Francis Thompson." Yale RevieW, October, 1914, 106. 
8 Ibid., 108. ----
9 I. Meynell, 126. 
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his heart. !hompson places patmore in the company of Dante, disdainful 
of his nineteenth centur,v contemporaries. 
A space his alien eye surTeyed the pride 
Of meditated pomp, as one that JlUeh 
Disdained the sight, methought; then, at a touch, 
He turned the heel, and sought with shadoWY' stride 
His station in the dim, 
Where the sole-thoughted na.nte waited htm.10 
In spite of all that has been said of the influence which !hompson 
8$gerly aCknowledged and patmore happily admitted, no one can deny 
the individuality of !hampson's genius. Patmore sums it up beautifully 
both as to the extent of the encouragement they received from each 
other's works, and their exalted idea of poetical integrity. 
I see, with joy, how nearly we are upon the 
same lines, but our visions could not be true 
were they quite the same; and no one can really 
see anything but his own vision.ll 
10 !hompson. II, 139. 
11 E. Meynell, 165. 
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